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INTRODUCTION
Monongahela Power Company (“Mon Power”) and The Potoinac Edison Company
(collectively, “the Companies”) are asking this Commission for approval to buy an aging,
financially struggling merchant coal plant from their unregulated affiliate, Allegheny Energy
Supply Company, LLC (“AE Supply”). Fundamentally, this case is about FirstEnergy Corp. the parent company of both AE Supply and the Companies - reducing its own risk at the expense
of West Virginia customers. If approved, the transaction would shift the costs and market risks
of the Pleasants Power Station onto 530,000 West Virginia customers, while FirstEiiergy - and
its shareholders - enjoy full cost recovery and a steady rate of return on the plant‘s regulated rate
base.
The Companies’ proposal reflects FirstEnergy’s so-called exit strategy from the
competitive power business. As a merchant plant, the profitability of Pleasants is tied to the
revenues it receives from the wholesale niarkets. AE Supply (and, ultimately, FirstEnergy and
its shareholders) bear the market risks associated with the plant. In recent years, market
conditions have turned unfavorable for aging coal plants like Pleasants as a result of lower
market prices for energy, capacity, natural gas, and renewable resources. Faced with this
situation. FirstEnergy now seeks to transfer the plant to its regulated utility subsidiaries. the
Companies, whose customers would bear the plant’s market risks. If approved, the transaction
would entail a complete shift of cost and risk from FirstEnergy shareholders to West Virginia
ratepayers. As such, the beneficiaries of this transaction are FirstEiiergy and its shareholders. not
West Virginia ratepayers.
7 he stated rationale for the proposed transaction

- the

Companies‘ alleged need for more

than 1 .OOO megawatts (”MW“) of additional capacity - is baseless. Far from having an
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imminent capacity shortfall, the Companies actually have a capacity surplus, and they do not
need to purchase an 1 159 MW power plant to meet any future shortfall. Consequently, Pleasants
is not a hedge against the market, as the Companies allege; it is a ratepayer-funded bet on the
very markets FirstEnergy is trying to exit.
The Conipanies have also touted the plant’s economics, but the record shows that
customers would face rate increases if the transaction were approved. The key financial analysis
-the Companies’ net present value (“NPV”) calculation - simply is not credible. Among other
deficiencies, the calculation relied on unreasonably high energy, capacity, and gas price
forecasts, and the Companies have admitted that many of the inputs used for the calculation were
wrong. The NPV calculation’s assumptions regarding future market prices and Pleasants‘
revenues also stand in stark contrast to Mon Power and AE Supply’s own internal forecasts.
More realistic analyses, like those presented by several parties in this case, demonstrate that
customers would likely pay hundreds of millions of additional dollars if the Comniission
approves the transaction. This heavy price tag is further exacerbated by the risks of running a
huge energy surplus, owning an aging plant, and assuming liability for the McElroy’s Run
impoundment.
In their Petition, the Companies also highlight the proposed short-term rate reduction and
statewide economic benefits of the plant. But any customer savings provided in a rate decrease
can and will be lost if the Companies’ overly optimistic projections of the plant’s net revenues
are not realized in the market

-

a likely outcome given the deficiencies of the Companies’

analyses. As for state and regional economic impacts, the analysis the Companies present did
not even examine the benefits - or costs - of the transaction at issue (i. e.. Mon Power‘s proposed
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acquisition of Pleasants from AE Supply). Instead, it simply estimated the impact of the plant's
existence in 20 15.

In addition to presenting no credible evidence of either a need For this transaction or a
customer benefit as a result of it, the Companies' case also fails because AE Supply, and
FirstEnergy Corp., had an undue advantage in the transaction. The transaction was designed to
meet FirstEnergy's goal of exiting the competitive power business, and the Companies' actions
in Furtherance of that goal - including a flawed IRP analysis that manufactured a capacity
shortfall and an RFP process that was designed to favor Pleasants

-

gave an unfair edge to AE

Supply *
In sum, the proposed transaction fails to meet the requirements of West Virginia Code tj

24-2- 12, because the Companies' proposal is unreasonable and adversely affects West Virginia
customers, and because FirstEnergy had an undue advantage. As such, the Companies' Petition
must be denied.
ARC l!NI ENT

1.

LEGAL
STANDARD
Because the proposed transaction would involve Mon Power's acquisition of Pleasants

from AE Supply, a FirstEnergy corporate affiliate, the Companies must obtain the Commission's
prior consent and approval. W. Va. Code $ 24-2-12(f). Such approval can only be granted if the
Companies establish that 1) "the terms and conditions thereof are reasonable," 2) neither party to
the transaction has "an undue advantage o\er the other,.' and 3j the transaction does "not
adversely affect the public in this state.'. W. Va. Code

5 24-2-12.

Commission orders are revieu ed for: ( I ) whether the Commission exceeded its statutorq
jurisdiction and powers: (2) whether there is adequate evidence to support the Commission's
findings; and (3j whether the substanti1 e result of the Commission's order is proper. C.V. V u
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Action GI??.v. Pzrh. Serv. Coinin 'n of W. Vu., 233 W. Va. 327, 33 1-32 (2014) (citation omitted).
A Commission order based on its factual findings is upheld "unless such finding is contrary to
the evidence, or is without evidence to support it, or is arbitrary. or results from a misapplication
of legal principles." City qf Wheeling v. Pub. Serv. Comin 'n qf W. Vu., 199 W. Va. 252, 263
(1997) (citations omitted). However, findings of fact "will be overturned as clearly wrong when
there is no substantial evidence to support them." ,Jeflerson Utilities, Inc. v. Pub. Serv. Comm 'n

of W. Va., 227 W. Va. 589, 595 (201 1) (citation omitted).
11.

THECOMPANIESDO NOTNEEDTO B U Y AN 1159 M'\N POWER PLANT.
In their Petition, the Companies repeatedly attempt to justify the proposed transaction by

citing a purported need for additional generating capacity. This is. in fact, the central rationale
for the Companies' proposal.' But the Companies do not need additional capacity to reliably
serve their load, nor do they face a capacity shortfall. The record demonstrates that the
Companies currently have a capacity surplus, and will continue to do so through at least May
2020.2 Thus, far from addressing a capacity shortfall, purchasing Pleasants would actually
exacerbate an existing capacity ~ u r p l u s .Although
~
the Companies may develop a modest
capacity shortfall in later years, there is no credible evidence that Mon Power needs to purchase

I The Petition and testimonies repeatedly assert that additional capacity is needed to address this
purported shortfall. See, e.g.. Petition at 1, 2; Ruberto Direct at 4; Kaiiffinari Direct at 2. And the
Companies present the proposed transaction as the "solution" to this purported problem. Petition at 5 , 15.

' S e e Schlissel Direct at 1 1 : Case No. 16-1074-E-P, Companies' Response and Motion to Dismiss at 2
(Sept. 7. 20 16). available at
'Web1Iochc.t': .see also CAG-SUN Ex. DAS-7 (showing the Companies' forecasted PJM capacity
ob I igat ion ) .

.'Purchasing Pleasants would also exacerbate an existing energy surplus,
market risks to ratepayers. See i n j k Section 1V.
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hicli presents significant

1 loo+ MW at any point in the foreseeable future. The Companies’ justification for the proposed
transaction is baseless, and the Petition should be denied.
A.

The Companies do not need to purchase capacity to reliably meet customer
demand.

The Petition falsely asserts that the Companies need a capacity acquisition “to serve West
Virginia customers.”4 Even if the Companies’ capacity shortfall projection were credible which it is not, as explained below - the Companies would not need to acquire additional
generating capacity to meet their customers’ electricity needs.
Mon Power and Potoniac Edisoii both participate in the PJM capacity market, which is
based on the “Reliability Pricing Mechanism.” or RPM. Through this market, I’JM ensures
resource adequacy throughout the region. Specifically, PJM performs load forecasts and sets
reserve margins, and then procures capacity througli a series of auctions.’

As load serving entities (“LSEs”) within the PJM system, the Companies are required to
pay a load-based reliability charge to PJM. That charge. which reflects the cost at which PJM
procures capacity from resource providers in RPM auctions, satisfies the Companies’ capacity
obligation completely.6 PJM itself does not require LSEs to own as much capacity as their
capacity ~ b l i g a t i o n .Indeed,
~
under PJM rules. LSEs need not own any generating capacity at

’ Petition at 1; see ulso id.at 4: id. at 5 (claiming that “[tlhe Transaction also will permit the Companies
to meet their customer load requirements . . .”).
Tr. I at 127-28: see L I / S O CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 12 at 18. Note: I n this brief, the hearing transcripts are
cited by reference to the day of the hearing. ’rhus. the citation in this note to *‘Tr.I at 127-28“ references
pages 127-28 of the first day of the hearing (Sept. 25).
CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 12 at 18.

’ Sclilissel Direct at 8 & n.19 (citing I’JM

Manuai 18)

Tr. I at 128: Schlissel Direct at 9. The onl>.exception is if an I>SEselects the Fixed Resource
Requirement (“FRR”) option, which allows LSEs to opt out of the capacity auctions and procure their

5

Moil Power also participates in PJM‘s capacity market in its role as a generation

provider. As the Companies noted in their Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”). “Mon Power offers
its capacity resources, including owned and contracted generation, into RPM.”9
Thus, the Conipanies rely on the PJM markets to both buy and sell all of their power. As
a generation owner within PJM, Mon Power bids all of the capacity from its power plants into

the capacity market, and bids all of the energy from its power plants into the energy markets.”
And the Companies “purchase[] all the energy and capacity need[ed] to serve their load from the
PJM energy and capacity inarkets.’”
Consequently, the Companies’ claim - that acquiring additional capacity is somehow
relevant to the Companies “meet[ing] their customer load requirements”’2- is meritless. Even
assuming, for the sake of argument, that there were a capacity shortfall, if Mon Power acquires

own capacity resources to meet load. Tr. 1 at 130-3 1; Schlissel Direct at 8 11.19.Neither of the
Companies have selected tlie FRR alternative. Tr. 1 at 130-3 1.

In his rebuttal testimony, Companies witness Ruberto heavily criticizes WVSUN/CAC witness
Sclilissel‘s description of PJM’s rules, namely, Mr. Sclilissel’s statement that “‘[iln PJM, a utility is not
required to on11an) generating capacity to meet its capacity obligation - a utility such as Mon Power
satisfies its capacity obligation by paying locational reliability charges to PJM.”’ Ruberto Rebuttal at 5-6
(quoting Schlissel Direct at 9). But despite the Companies‘ attempt to extrapolate this factual statement
to make varioiis ~tnsupportedclaims about what Mr. Sclilissel “apparently” believes, -‘would be satisfied”
with, --might conceivably support,.’ or “suggest[s],” id. at 5-6, Mr. Ruberto himself agrees with Mr.
Schlissel‘s statement. TI-. I at 128 (Riiberto acknowledging that “PJM itself does not reqiiire a [load]serving entity to o n 11 any generating capacity,” and that “both MonPower and Potomac Edison are
required to pay [a] reliability charge to satisfy their capacity obligation”).

‘CAG-SUN Cross E\.

I2 at 18.

l o TI-. I at 130 See also CAG-SUN Ex. DAS-6 (“Mon Power bids all of the energy and capacity from its
poner plants into tlie PJM energ) and capacity marhets.’.).

‘ IC/.
’’Petition at 5
I
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Pleasants tlie plant’s power would not be earmarked for the Companies‘ customers - it would be
sold into the PJM markets.l3
To put a finer point on it, this case is nof about reliability. Despite claims of a capacity

need, the Companies have not offered any evidence that acquiring Pleasants is necessary to
ensure reliable electric service. As Staff witness Eads observed, customer needs can and will be
met by the market.I4
Although load serving entities within PJM do not need to own generation capacity for
reliability purposes, owning capacity can provide a hedge against costs associated with the loadbased reliability charge each LSE must pay.” Thus, fthere actually were a capacity shortfall.
the Companies might have had reason to explore potential resource options that could provide a
hedge. But, as explained below, if there is no capacity sliortfall, there can be no hedge. And

” S e e CAG-SUN Ex. DAS-6; see ~ 1 . 5 0Petition at 20 (referencing “the generation market revenues to be
gained by selling Pleasants output into the PJM market”); Ruberto Direct at 24 (recommending purchase
of Pleasants, “which will provide a market revenue stream to help pay the expenses of energy and
capacity for customers”); Valdes Direct at 18 (claiming that the proposed transaction “is anticipated to
increase the Companies‘ forecasted capacity market revenues and energy market revenues”).
Along similar lines. Companies witness Riiberto admitted at the hearing that a lower-than-projected
increase in load would not affect Pleasants’ output. Tr. I at 119 (“Q. Right. And does the plant have
lower output if t1iere.s lower growth than projected? A. The low growth doesn’t affect tlie plant‘s output.
The market prices do. If the market prices remain tlie same, tlie load is fairly irrelevant.”).
I‘ Tr. IV at 81 (*.If we do nothing, tlie market will supply the power. PJM is going to provide the power
that the customers need. So if you‘re load grows 600 megawatts, you’re going to buy that poner out of
PJM. If you’re load grows 1,300 megawatts, you‘re really going to buy that power out of PJM.“).
Similarly, in response to a question from the Chairman about the benefits of the transaction. Companies
witness Jay Ruberto admitted that ‘.[flrom a reliability perspective, it shouldn‘t have miich of a
difference.” Tr. I at 244-45. I n his direct testimony, Mr. Schlissel also distinguished between ‘-4ioi-tfall”
and ‘-need,” explaining that, even if Mon Power did ha\ e a capacity shortfall, that would not affect
reliability, which is something PJM safeguards tliroitgli the capacity market. Schlissel Direct a t 8-9
Although the Companies mischaracterize and criticire this testimony in rebuttal, see Ruberto Kebuttal at
4-5, they do not actually dispute the reliability point that Mr Schlissel made.
I’

See PJM Manual 18 at 6 (cited in Schlissel Direct at 10 11.22).
7

here, the Companies do not face any shortfall in the near term and the record is devoid of any
legitimate basis for acquiring more than 1 100 MW of generating capacity.

B.

The Companies do not face a capacity shortfall.

In the Companies’ telling, they face an imminent capacity shortfall that will significantly
increase in coming years. This is simply not true: the Companies have a projected capacity

surplus through at least May 2020. And although the Companies may run a small capacity
deficiency in later years, that projected shortfall is less than 300 MW. Thus, the central rationale
for the proposed transaction - that Mon Power will face a large capacity shortfall in future years
-

is false. There is no credible rationale for the purchase of an 1 159 MW power plant at

ratepayers’ expense.
In support of their claim, the Companies rely on a projection that purports to show a
capacity shortfall of 384 MW (UCAP)16 in the 2019/2020 delivery year, increasing to 1050 MW
by 2024/25, and 1213 MW by 2027/28.j7 That projection, which significantly overstates both
the timing and magnitude of the Companies’ fiiture capacity deficit, is contradicted by the
Companies’ own projection that it presented to the Cornmission just last year.

l 6 PJM procures iinforced capacity, or UCAP, to satisfy its KPM reliability requirement. UCAP values
account for tlie probability of outages and are therefore lower than installed capacity values. Petition at 3.
Estimates of the Companies’ piirported capacity shortfall and the capacity of Pleasants are presented in
U CA P. I d

CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 1: see u/so Tr. I at 126. The capacity shoi-tfall projection was initially presented
in the Direct Testimony of Jay Ruberto. Ruberto Direct at 20. The figiire presented in Mr. Riiberto’s
testimony assumed that Mon Power would sell its share of the Bath County pumped storage plant.
Because Mon Power no longer plans to sell tlie plant, CAG-SUN Ex. DAS-5, Tr. I at 40, 42, tlie
Companies‘ purported shortfall is approxiniately 226 M W IoLber tlian shown in Mr. Rubei-to’s testimony.
See Tr. I at 124; CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 1 (“MonPower Capacity Position - Scenarios - No new capacity;
15-Year Weather Normalized Winter Forecast.’).

Note:I n PJM‘s capacity market, capacity obligations are determined based on the delivery year, which
runs from June I-May 3 1 . For example, the 2019/2020 deliver\ >car ritns from June 1 , 2019, through
May 3 1,2020.
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I n a September 201 6 filing with the Commission. the Companies forecasted a capacity
surplus at least through the 201 9/2020 delivery year. The Companies reported that their
estimated PJM capacity obligation for the 2019/20 delivery year was 3229 MW, and that Moii
Power would own 3399 M W i 8- a surplus of 170 MW. But instead of a 170 MW surplus, the
Companies now claim they face a 384 MW shortfall during this same delivery year.
This massive discrepancy

-

a 554 MW swing from surplus to deficit - is not due to any

change in the Companies‘ projected PJM capacity obligation. Those estimates remain
unchanged.
Rather, the Companies’ inflated pro-jection is the result of at least two fundamental flaws
that created the illusion of a shortfall: first, Mon Power calculated its capacity position by
reference to winter peak demand; and second, Mon Power applied an inflated reserve margin to
its projected winter peaks. Taken together, the Companies’ improper approach resulted in a
projection that is more than 500 MW higher than the Companies’ PJM capacity obligation is
projected to be in coiiiiiig years.”’
1.

The Companies improperly used winter peak demand to project their
capacity position.

The first critical error is that the Companies disregarded PJM rules and Commission
precedent by calculating Mon Power‘s capacity position based on winter peak demand. which is
higher than summer peak demand within the Companies’ service territory. The result of this

’’

Schlissel Direct at 1 I : Case No. 16-1074-E-P. Companies’ Response and Motion to Dismiss at 2 (Sept.
6. 201 6).
’”
11

C’onip~i-eid. (estimating that the Companies‘ PJM capacity obligation for 20 19/20 \ \ i l l be 3229 MW)
irh CAG-SUN Ex. DAS-7 (resp. t o CAG-SUN-11-3(f)) (same).

Schlissel Direct at 15; see u/so it/. at 13 Fig. 1 (comparing the Companies‘ method to their actual PJM
capacity obligation).
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flawed methodology is an inflated projection. The Companies‘ misleading use of tlie winter
peak hastened the timing and significantly increased the size of the purported capacity shortfall.
As load serving entities within PJM, the Companies’ capacity obligation is determined

based on summer peak load coincident with the PJM peaks. not winter peak load.*’ Even
though the Companies’ service territories are winter peaking, PJM uses the summer peak
because the PJM system as a whole is summer peaking, and PJM determines capacity obligations
by taking into account capacity and demand across the entire grid. As Mr. Schlissel explained,
“because PJM procures sufficient capacity to cover its overall system peak [Le., summer], it
ensures that there will be sufficient capacity at all times of the year, including the winter period
when the Companies experience their peak.””
And because the cost of capacity that the Companies’ customers actually pay is tied to
the Companies’ PJM capacity obligation, .‘the only definition of ‘capacity shortfall’ that has any
meaning for ratepayers is the amount by which the Companies’ PJM capacity obligation exceeds
the UCAP of‘Moil Power’s generation fleet that clears the auction.“*’ Thus. the Companies’
capacity obligation must be determined based on summer peak load.

See Schlissel Direct at 12 (discussing PJM’s methodology, which is set forth i n PJM Manual 19: Load
Forecasting and Analysis). The Companies have admitted that their PJM capacity obligation is based on
their summer peak load coincident with the PJM peaks, and is determined using the methodology set fot-th
in I’JM Manila1 19. CAG-SUN Ex. DAS-7.
22

SchIisseI Direct at 12.

’-’10‘.at I O .

I n his direct testimony, WVEUG witness Steplien Baron made a similar point. observing that
“Molt P o ~ ~and
e r I’otomac Edison are members of PJM and are assigned capacity obligations based on the
PJM tariff and market rttles. This is the basis for determining the capacit? needs ofthe Companies.“
Rai-oil Direct at 7. He also emphasized that tlie Companies’ ownership of’ capacity resources as a hedge is
tied to the PJM capacity market rules. Id. at 17- 18.

I n this case, however, the Companies ha\^ presented a capacity shortfall projection that is
calculated by reference to their winter peaks.24 Because the Companies‘ winter peak load is
much higher than their summer peak.*’ their projection significantly iiiflates both the timing and
size of the purported shortfall. The Conipanies insisted on this approach even though, as they
admit, their winter peak demand is not used in setting the Companies’ PJM capacity obligation.”
Although several intervenor witnesses identified this fundamental flaw with the
Companies, capacity shortfall claim,27the Companies continued to defend it in rebuttal
testimony.28 But the Companies’ position runs counter to Commission precedent, Staff reports,
and their own prior practice - each of which make clear that resource planning should be based
on the summer peak.
In a recent load forecasting report, for example, the Cominission Staff explained that it
determines the Companies‘ capacity position by reference to summer peak loads. As the Staff
noted, “PJM incurs its peak capacity requirements in the summer, and plans its capacity
resources a ~ c o r d i n g l y . ”And
~ ~ even tliough Mon Power has historically been winter peaking,
“[blecause of the availability of energy from the P’JM market and the I’JM assignment of

’’

TI-.1 at 132 (confirming that “Mon Power’s capacity shortfall projection is based upon the Company’s
winter peak [load]”).

’’See CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 1 . See d s o Ti-. 1 at 133 (Mr. Ruberto agreeing that “starting in the
201 I ]7/20[ 118 delivery year, the forecasted sLimmer peaks are, give o r take, approximately 250 megawatts
lower than the forecasted winter peak[s]“j: Co. I k . BDE-I.
’6

CAG-SUN Ex. DAS-7 (resp. to CAG-SUN-11-3); Tr. I at 133-34.

” See

gener~r//y
Gabel Direct at 19-20: Comings Direct at 2-3, 7, 10-1 1 : Schlissel Direct at 1 1 - 1 5 . Mr.
Schlissel also presented a chart illustrating h o \ v the Companies‘ w e of winter peaks vastly overstates the
Companies‘ actual PJM capacity obligation. Schlissel Direct at 14 (Figure 1). And he testified that there
is no reason to think that the Companies‘ approach \ \ i l l become an accurate predictor oftheir PJM
capacity obligations in future years. Id. at 15.

28

Rubei-to Rebuttal at 4-8.

’‘CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 2 at 82 (Public Sen ice Coii~missionof West Virginia, 2016 Management
Siiiiiiiia-y

Report, Apps. C, Electric Utilities S~ippl),- Demand Forecast 201 7 - 2026 (Jan. 2017)).
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capacity obligations based on summer peaks, the Commission now evaluates the . . . [Mon
Pom~er]supply and demand during the summer nio~iths.”~”
Moreover, Mon Power itself has historically used summer peaks, rather than winter
peaks, when determining its capacity position. In the 201 3 Harrison transfer proceeding, Case

No. 12-157 1-E-PC, the Companies presented a capacity shortfall projection that was based upon
summer peak loads.3’ The Conipanies specifically relied on that projection to support the
proposal to acquire Harrison from AE Supply.32
In its decision in the Harrison case, the Coinmission discussed the Companies’ capacity
position, and found a capacity deficit, by reference to a sumnier-based forecast.” And in the

20 13 Amos transfer proceeding, the Commission considered the AEP utilities’ capacity position
by reference to their PJM capacity obligation - which, as noted above, is based on sumnier peak
load.” The fact that the Commission, Staff, and Mon Power all deternine tlie utilities’ capacity

” Id.

at 83.

’I Tr. I at 134. I n Harrison, the Companies submitted a resoiirce plan to the Commission that forecasted
the utilities‘ capacity position iising summer peak loads. Case No. 12-1 571 -E-PC, Petition for Approval
of a Generation Resource Transaction and Related Relief, Att. A (2012 Resow-ce Plan) at 46-47, 58-59
(Nov. 16. 201 2 ) mwilcihle UI
littp.’l\i\\ \\ LF.L m t e u \ tis sciipt4/M’ebI>ocl,et/\:ie\i Document.cfin?CaseActii it! I D=i57234&NotI \ p e l
%27M ehl>ochc.t‘>oX -1 lie resoiirce plan specifically noted that “Mon Power is only obligated to maintain
a reserve margin for its portion of the PJM coincidental peak load.” Id., 2012 Resource Plan at 34.

I at 134-35. Additionally. in their IRP, the Companies recognized that “PJM’s processes are an
integral pal? of Mon Power‘s planning processes,” and noted that “Mon Power utilizes PJM’s regional
perspectiLe“ and adheres to PJM rules. CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 12 at 22. Howe\er, i n presenting an
inflated pr~~jection
of their fiitiire capacity position, tlie Companies opportunist ically departed from
PJM‘s mcthodolog~.
” Tr.

- ?

Case N o . 12-1 571 -1:-PC. Commission Order at 24 (Oct. 7, 201 3) (Marrison Order). 111its Order, tlie
Coiiiinission noted that there \\as a methodological dispute over the amount of the projected shortfall, but
that iindei either approach. there was “a current and gt-owii~gcapacity deficiency.“ Id. at 25.
”

’’ Case N o 12-1 655-E-PC. Order at 12 (Dec. 13 2013). Although the AEP Litillties are FRR entities, their
capacity obligation is determined by reference to the siiiiiiner peak -just lihe the Companies’.
12

position based on siinimer peak load underscores the absurdity of the capacity shortfall claim the
Companies have presented here.
The Companies nevertheless defend their inflated forecast based on winter peaks. arguing
’ so. Neither the IRP
that it was proper to use that forecast in light ofthe 2014 IRP ~ t a t u t e . ~Not
statute36nor this Commission’s implementing order3’ suggest that a utility should make a costly
acquisition simply because its service territory peaks at a different time of year than PJM as a
whole. The Commission’s Order simply directs utilities to prepare a forecast that identifies both

PJM’s “peak demand period and peak demand for the utility if that occurs at a different time.”38
And the IRP statute does not say anything at all about the timing of peaks, much less require that
Mon Power plan for or acquire generation to meet a forecasted peak that is different than the

PJM summer peak obligation.
Indeed, as noted above, in January 20 1 7 - long after the IRP statute-s passage and the
General Order‘s issuance - Staff recognized that, “[b]ecause of the availability of energy from
the PJM market and the PJM assignment of capacity obligations based on summer peaks, the
Commission now evaluates that APCo and M I T supply demand during the summer
The Companies’ decision to disregard the Commission‘s methodology is without merit.

” Riiberto Rebuttal at 8 (“However, it is more appropriate today to base the analysis on ~btnteipeaking,
because after the Harrison transaction was completed, West Virginia enacted new IRP legislation that
elplicitly directs ittilities to focus on their actual peahs - whenever they occur. For the Companies, that is
i n the winter. Therefore, I believe our current pre\entation based on winter peah needs is more responsive
to the L,egislature‘s direction and better reflects an appropriate capacity level atid reserve margin
considering the Companies’ winter peaks.”).

’(’ W. Va. Code

5 24-2-19

”

West Virginia PSC. General Order No. 184.35 (Mat- 19. 201 5). available at

ix

I d at 3.

”)

CAG-SUN Cross LA. 2 at 83.
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2.

The Companies erred in applying the installed reserve margin to UCAP.

In addition to improperly calculating their capacity position based on winter peak load.
the Companies also applied an iniproperly high reserve margin to their load forecast. This
further inflated their capacity shortfall projectio~i.~'
Regional transmission organizations, such as PJM. apply reserve margins to their
forecasted peak loads to ensure system reliability.'" By procuring more capacity than the
forecasted peak, PJM offsets the risk of generators suffering forced

PJM uses two

different measures for the reserve margin it applies to ensure reliability: the installed reserve
margin ("IRM"), which is expressed in terms of installed capacity, and the forecast pool
requirement ("FPR'), which is expressed in terms of unforced ~ a p a c i t y . "As
~ shown in CAG-

SUN Cross Exhibit 8, PJM plans to use an IRM of 16.6% or 16.7% in coming years, while the
FPR ranges between 8.9-9.7%.44
Because PJM cond~rctsits capacity auction in units of unforced capacity,"' the amount
procured from the auction is measured in units of unforced capacity. This is done by multiplying
the peak load forecast by the FPR. Because load serving entities' capacity obligations are

At the hearing, Companies witness Eberts acknowledged that the 'bcapacity requirement," discussed in
tlie Petition, Petition at 4, represents his load forecast plus a reserve iiiargin. Tr. I1 at 214. 'This in turn
forins tlie basis for tlie Companies' capacity shortfall projection. See id. at 2 12-13.
40

Id. at 21 7 (agreeing that "in determining how mtich capacity is needed to ensure reliability, . . . PJM
applies a reserve niargin on top of their forecasted peak load").

41

32

See, e.g., Eberts Direct at 3 : Tr. I I at 216-1 7.

J'"Unforced capacity is what PJM procures to satisfy its Reliability Pricing Model reliability
requirement. Installed capacity values are higher than tinfcmml capacity values because unforced capacity
takes into account the probability of outages and de-rates a unit's capacity value from its installed
capacity value based on prior performance." Petition at 3 11.2. Companies witness Eberts agreed IRM is
expressed in terms of installed capacity, and FPK is expressed in UCAP. Tr. I1 at 219-20.

'' CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 8 at 14.
"Tr. I1 at 219.

I4

determined using unforced capacity and the FPR.J6 an accurate projection of the Companies'
capacity position would apply the FPR to the Companies' peak load forecast.
Here. however, the Companies multiplied their forecasted peak demand by the higher
installed reserve margin of 1 6.6%.J7 As a consequence, the forecasted "capacity requirement"
presented in the Companies' Petition is, in effect, expressed in units of installed capacity. rather
unforced capacity. By comparing those amounts to the Companies' available capacity resources
(measured in UCAP), the Companies further inflated their purported capacity shortfall
In his direct testimony, Longview witness Gabel identified this very flaw. He explained:
Mon Power reports its load forecast in ICAP terms. but reports its fleet capacity
in UCAP terms. This artificially exaggerates the difference between the
forecasted capacity need and Moil Power's generation capacity as reported in
UCAP terms. PJM uses an adjustment factor known as Forecast Pool
Requirement (FPR) to ad-just its load forecast by the pool-wide average forced
outage rate when converting summer peak load and Installed Reserve Margin
from ICAP to UCAP which is not accounted for in Mon Power's a n a l y ~ i s . ~ '
Mr. Gabel's critique is undisputed: none of the Companies' witnesses attempted to rebut the
point. Moreover, this reserve niargin flaw- was hardly an insignificant error: it alone added
~ ~ by combining this reserve
approximately 250 MW to the Companies' purported ~ h o r t f a l l . And

CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 8 at 20 (..[T]lie approved IRM is converted to the FPR for use in deterinining
capacity obligations. The FPR expresses the reserve requirement in unforced capacity terms.") On CI-oss,
Companies witness Eberts e\.entually agreed that PJM determines capacity obligations based 011 the FPR.
He noted that PJM has a winter reserve target that is higher than the reserve margins used for determining
capacity obligations. B ~ i he
t conceded that the wintertime target is not an actual requirement. Tr. I I at
222-23. Companies witness Ruberto also acknowledged that PJM does not have any requirement for
winter peak plus reserve mal-gin. Tr. 1 at 208.

46

Co. Ex. BDE-1 (showing historical and projected peak demands, and calculating peak deinaiids plus a
reserve margin).

47

'* Gabel Direct at 20.
For example, the Companies' forecasted winter peak demand in the 2020/21 delivery year is 342 1 MW.
Co. Ex BDE-I. When the 16.6% IRM is added to that arnount. this results in a peak demand plus reserve
margin of 3988 MW. If the Companies had instead applied the FI'R of8.92%. that amount \iould be
3726 M W -- 262 M W Io\ver than the amount the Companies used to support their capacit: shortfall
clai i n .

j9

margin error with the improper use of the Companies' winter peaks. the Companies significantly
exaggerated the timing and iiiagiiitiide of any future shortfall.
Indeed. the Companies' capacity shortfall claim is flatly contradicted by the Staff's recent
load forecast, which was issued in January 201 7. Whereas tlie Companies claim that they are
already running a deficit, which they assert climbs to more than 1000 MW by 2023, the Staff
forecast estimates that the Companies' peak demand will not meaningfully exceed its currentlyowned capacity until 202 1, with the projected deficit climbing to only 267 MW by 2025.50 This
means that the Companies want to buy a plant today whose UCAP (1 I59 MW) is more than.four

times greater than the forecasted capacity deficit eight years from now. Tlie Commission should
reject the Companies' blatant attempt to manufacture a capacity shortfall that does not actually
exist.'

'
C.

Because the Companies do not face a capacity shortfall, acquiring Pleasants
would not provide a hedge.

In their Petition, the Companies repeatedly stressed that the one main benefit of the
proposed transaction is that Pleasants would provide a hedge against market prices.'l But much
like the purported "need" for additional generating capacity. this rationale does not withstand
scrutiny. Because the Companies already have inore capacity resources than their customer load,
by definition their proposal to acquire I 159 MW of additional capacity would not be a "hedge."

'('

CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 2 at 89.

''The eniptiness of the Companies' capacity shortfall claim is fill-ther underscored by the fact that Mon
Powel- I-ecently tried to sell off hundreds of megawatts of its existing capacity. Although Mon Power has
since given LIPthe scheme, CAG-SUN Ex. DAS-5. Tr. I at 40. for se\,ei-al months it attempted to sell its
o\\nersliip share i n tlie Bath County pimped storage plant. which provides an estimated 226 M W of
capacity under F'JM's Capacity Performance rules. See CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 1 (spreadsheet assuming
that M o n Power's share of Bath County will have a lJCAP of226 M W starting with the 2020/21 delivery
bear).
i2

See. e.g., Petition at 5 ; Kaiiffiiian Direct at 5 , 9, 14; Kiibei-to Dircct at 24.
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Accordingly. the Companies' attempt to sell this transaction to the Commission as a hedge for
customers necessari 1y fai 1s.
As the Companies have acknowledged, generation assets can only serve as a physical
hedge if they are offsetting customer load.53 If the capacity of a utility's generation portfolio is
much greater than its load, that surplus capacity does iiot serve any hedging function.j4 Put
simply, there is nothing to hedge against if you are long on capacity
And that is precisely the situation here. As explained above, the Companies currently
have a capacity surplus, and are projected to retain that surplus through May 2020. Any shortfall
they face in later years will likely remain below 300 MW. Because the Companies do not need
to acquire any additional generating capacity, the purchase of such capacity would not provide a
hedge."
Even assuming, for the sake of argument, that the Companies wished to acquire capacity
to offset their projected customer load in the niid-2020s, that would still not justify the
acquisition of an 1 159 MW power plant. As noted above, the Commission Staff has forecasted
that the Companies will have an estimated 267 MW shortfall in 2025.j6 Because Pleasants'
unforced capacity far exceeds any shortfall that the Conipanies may face in the foreseeable
future, purchasing the plant cannot serve as a hedge.

'' Tr. I at 140.
" S e e Tr. I at 14 1 (Mr. Ruber-to agreeing that his "use ofthe term hedge necessarily implies some
connection between the Companq - 5 o\\n[edJ generation [I resources and their [load]").
As Longview witness Gabel put it. "[the Conipanies'] whole case is that we need to hedge capacitb.
... You don't need a hedge to buq capacitq --- on capacity if you don-t need the capacity to begin uith

ii

You're not going to buy another car ifqou alreadq have one." ?r. I l l at 275.
CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 2 at 89 Multiple intervenor- witnesses also pointed out that the Companies'
prqjection overstates the timing aiid amouiit of a fitlire shortfall. See Schlissel Direct at 15; Gabel Direct
at 19-20; Comings Direct at 7- 12.
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For these reasons. the Companies’ citation to the IIarrisoii Order is inapposite,” In
I I u w k w z . although there was a dispute over load forecasts, the Commission found that

regardless of which forecast was reasonable, “MPPE have a current and growing capacity
deficiency.”” In light of that deficiency, and the evidence of market risks at that time (mid-

201 3), the Commission coiiclLided that Harrison was a “reasonable option to address the risk
associated with a significant capacity shortfall.“j9 Today, by contrast, there is no such
significant deficiency, and the Companies have acknowledged that Mon Power’s currentlyowned capacity exceeds their projected PJM capacity obligation through the 20 19/2020 delivery
year. Because the Companies do not face a capacity shortfall, by definition purchasing Pleasants
cannot protect against any “market risk” associated with such a shortfall.“ Thus. the
Companies’ reliance on I Iarrison is misplaced.
Far from being a hedge. the Companies’ proposal is a market play - a “bet,” using
ratepayer dollars, that the Pleasants plant’s revenue stream will exceed its fixed and variable
costs (as well as a return on equity for Mon Power).6’ If this bet does not pay off, customers will

j 7 Citing to page 24 of the Harrison order, Companies witness Riiberto argued that in Harrison “the
Commission found that the Companies Iiad a capacity deficiency atid must rely 011the PJM market for
both capacity and energy,” that ‘‘[tJIieComniission then stated that the Companies effectively had an
obligation to remedy this situation.‘. Ruberto Rebuttal at 10. Mr. Ruberto also noted that in the Harrison
order “the Commission found that no matter whicli [capacity shortfall] calculation is more accurate, the
capacity deficiency was present and needed to be addressed.” Id. at 10-1 1 . See also Kauffinan Direct at 4
(asserting. based on Harrison, that the Companies have an obligation to address capacity deficiencies in
order to address inherent market risks).

58

tiarrison Order at 25.

s‘i Id. at

23.

Id
Staff‘\\itness Eads summarized the transaction as follo\vs: “Well, let mc say it this way. The ~ ~ o r l d
rent tlian it was ten years ago. I t h i n k Pleasants or anqtliing w e buy today is --- this is
more o f a --- 1-11 use the term market play. What really is important here in this determination is not so
much \ \ h a t MonPower‘s load is or will be. but it‘s a fiinction ofwhethei- or not Pleasants produces a net
benetit i-elati\e to the market or a detriment or a negative [N]PV to the market. If it’s a clear positive to
the mal-het then it will benet?t ciistoiii[cr]s in the form ofrate reductions.” TI-.1V at 81.
(’I
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be left holding the bag. And as explained below in Section 111, this bet is a poor one for
ratepayers, who will likely face long-term rate hikes if the transaction is approved.
Because tlie proposed acquisition of Pleasants would not serve any kind of a hedging
function, and would instead force ratepayers to unnecessarily bear risks of tlie wholesale
markets, this transaction is patently unreasonable, and would harm the public interest. \hi. Va.
Code

5 24-2- 12; see also Appalachian Power Co. & Wheeling Power Co., Case No. 10-0577-E-

PC, Order at 5 (June 5,2012) (noting that “the primary purpose” of the Section 24-2-1 2 inquiry
“is the protection of the interests of the using and consuming public,” and that the statute
“requires the Commission to give consideration to any potentially adverse impact on the
consuming public of certain types of transactions undertaken by utilities”) (citations omitted).

D.

Acquiring Pleasants would not provide an energy hedge, and would
exacerbate the Companies’ existing energy surplus.

In addition to their debunked capacity shortfall claim, the Companies’ Petition also
asserts that the proposed transaction would allow Mon Power “to hedge its energy
obligations.””2 The notion that the transaction would provide an energy hedge is equally
meritless.
As a threshold matter, it is worth reiterating that the energy produced by Pleasants would
not be earmarked for the Companies’ customers. The Companies procure all of the energy used

to serve custonier needs through the PJM markets, and if Moil Power buys Pleasants. it would
sell the plant’s energy into the wholesale markets.”

Petition at 5 ; see L{/SO Ka~iffiianDirect at 5 (”the Transaction will reduce market riik hq providing an
effective physical and financial hedge against future . . . energy price volatility”). id at 9 (’-The
Transaction presents an opportnnity to hedge our customers’ capacity and energ! needs against the
volatility of market prices . . . .”).
6’

See, e.g., Petition at 20; Ruberto Direct at 34: Valdes Direct at 18.
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Nor would Pleasants provide a hedge against energy prices. because Mon Power's
current generation fleet already produces far more energy than the Companies' customers use.
Mon Power is already projected to have an energy surplus through at least 2030, without any
additions to capacity.64 And as WVSUN/CAG witness Schlissel pointed out, purchasing
Pleasants would significantly exacerbate this surplus.65
Indeed, there was not a single hour in 2014. 2015, or 2016 in which customer load
exceeded Mon Power's capacity.66 And with their current generation capacity, the Companies
project that load will not exceed capacity for a single hour in 201 7, 2018, or 2019.67 The
Companies also pro-ject that load will exceed capacity for only 3 hours in 2020, and only 24
hours in 2021 .68 Other than those 27 hours in 2020-21, the Companies are projected to run an
energy surplus for the next four-plus years.")

*

*

*

*

As explained in detail above, there is no credible evidence that the Companies face an
imminent capacity shortfall, or that they will develop a future shortfall anywhere large enough to

" Tr.

11 at 23 1-32; CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 12 at 22.

Schlissel Direct at 17 (Fig. 2), 2 1 (Fig. 3). On this issue. the Companies yet again mischaracterized Mr.
Schlissel's testimony. I n his direct testimony, MI-.Schlissel explained that Pleasants' excess energy
would not pro\ ide a hedge against price volatility becaiise (i) the Companies presented no evidence that
retail customers would face such volatility, and (ii) "the large surpliis energy position resulting froin tlie
transaction would leave the Companies exposed to the risk of significant energy market price volatility."
Schlissel Direct at 19. I n rebuttal, tlie Companies characterize these points as "appear[ing] to ridicule the
entire concept" of a physical hedge. Ruberto Rebuttal at 10. This is a blatant misrepresentation of the
points raised b!, Mr. Schlissel on pages 18-19 of his testimony.

j'

'' CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 1 1 , p. 2, column C
'' I d . p. 2, columns C and D: Tr. I1 at 228-29.
" CAG-SUN

('ross Ex. 1 I , p. 2, coliimns C and I): Tr. 1 I at 229.

'",

Companies \ \ itness Ebel-t noted that these projections d o not include a reserve margin. TI-.I I at 229.
That's for good reason - reserve margins are consitlcrcd in the context of capacity. not energy. The
energy requirements forecast presented in the Petition. EL. 13DE-2. does not include any such margin. Tr.
I1 at 224.
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justify the acquisition of-an 1 159 MW plant. ’The Companies‘ shortfall claim - the main
justification for tlie proposed transaction - is unsupported by the record, and is inconsistent with
Commission precedent. PJM rules, and Staff forecasts. Simply put, “there is no substantial
evidence to support“ the principal rationale for the Companies’ proposal. J@wson Utils., lizc.,

227 W. Va. at 595 (citation omitted). Because the Companies have presented no credible
evidence of a need for capacity, on this record, any such a finding would be “contrary to the
evidence.” Id. at 592 (citation omitted). For this reason alone, the Petition should be denied.

111.

I F MON POWER PURCHASES PLEASANTS, CUSTOMERS W I L L LIKELY
FACE
SIGNIFICANT KATE INCREASES.

In their Petition, the Companies repeatedly tout the economics of the Pleasants plant.
Citing to a net present value (‘.NPV”) calculation prepared by Charles River Associates

(“CRA”), the Companies claim that the proposed transaction would result in a long-term rate
benefit to custon~ers.’~)The Companies use this NPV calculation to support many other clainis in
the Petition,” and the Companies‘ witnesses have cited this calculation to make wildly optimistic
clainis about the plant’s future p r ~ l i t a b i l i t y .Simply
~~
put, the purported economics of this plant.
as expressed through CKA’s NPV analysis, is one of the main arguments the Companies have
relied on in support of the transaction.

70

Ruberto Direct at 2 1 .

7 i S a , e.g., id. at 23 (referencing tlie NPV in a discussion about potential compliance costs that Pleasants
could face due to tlie CCK and ELG rilles), 24-25 (citing tlie NPV calculation to support the Companies‘
refusal to consider procuring power from tlie market), 25 (referencing tlie NPV calculatioii i n explicitly
requesting that the Coinmission -‘approve the purchase of the Pleasants generation facility..): Petition at 5
(although not explicitly refei-enced. tlie NPV calculation underlies tlie Companies‘ claim t h a t purcliasing
Pleasants “has the potential to create financial benefits for customers over tlie long tenn” due to ’-the
potentia 1 for 11 iglier net reveii lies from o ff-sy st em energy sa 1es“).
72 For example. Conipanies witness L.ee argued that ’-if you look at tlie modeling for. Pleasaiits” (i.e..
CKA’s NPV calculation), -‘the plant is deeply in tlie money at the end of I5 years in tlie anal~sis.”Tr. I 1
at 77.
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But an honest assessment of the plaiit's economics demonstrates that. far fi-om producing
a rate benefit, the proposed transaction will likely cost customers hundreds of millions of dollars
over the next 15 years. As explained below, the record conclusively demonstrates that: (i) the
NPV calculation was performed using flawed assumptions that made the plant's economics look
much more favorable than they actually are; (ii) the unreasonably optimistic NPV calculation is
contradicted by recent internal revenue projections of the plant's current owner; and (iii) when
the plant's economics are analyzed using more reasonable assumptions, such assessments show
that the plant will incur substantial losses in future years. The fact that customers would not
benefit from the proposed transaction, and instead would likely face significant, long-term rate
hikes, is yet another reason why the Petition should be denied.
A.

The Companies have failed to show that customers would receive a rate
benefit from the proposed transaction; instead, the record demonstrates that
customers would likely lose hundreds of millions of dollars.

In their Petition, the Companies cited the results of an NPV calculation prepared by CRA,
which, the Companies claimed, shows that customers would receive a long-term rate beiiefit
from the proposed a c q ~ i s i t i o n .In
~ ~performing this calculation, CRA relied on a single set of
natural gas. capacity, coal, and energy price forecasts. which AB13 Inc. completed in May 2016.
to project Pleasants' generation and energy market revenues over a 15-year period (201 82032).7' Using an Excel-based dispatch model, CRA compared ARB'S forecasted prices to the
plant's variable (file1 and non-fuel O&M) cost^.^' and plugged the results of that projection into
its NPV spreadsheet to come up with a 15-year NPV calculation. CRA's methods were critically
-_

Kuberto Direct at 2 1 (**[T]heacquisition of the entire Pleasants plant is projected to prodtice a net
present value of $636 millioii over 15 years with an associated rate benefit to customers."). The results of.
this N P V calculation for Pleasants can be fc~indin confidential CAG-SUN Cross Exhibit 4.
"

''Co. Ex. RJL-1 at 1: CAG-SUN Ex. DAS-4; see geiieru//~.7.r. I 1 at 60.
--

'' Lee Direct at 13.
22

flaw-ed.

In preparing the NI'V calculation, CRA only used a single set of assumptions that the
Companies provided.76 Although ARB routinely performs high and low gas price scenarios,
CRA only used the base case, with no sensitive or alternative s c e ~ i a r i o s . Thus,
~ ~ the net present
value figure that Mon Power has presented to the Conimission relied on a single NPV calculation
using a single set of price forecasts from
This single NPV calculation relied on unreasonable assumptions that skewed the plant's
economics to look much more favorable than they actually are. The market energy, natural gas,
and capacity price forecasts, which are critical to CRA's projection of energy and capacity
revenues, are unreasonably high. CRA also relied on several cost and operating assumptions that
also made the plant appear more profitable than it actually is. The NPV calculation cited in the
Companies' Petition is unreliable and unsupported in tlie record. These deficiencies in the NPV
calculation are further detailed below.

1.

The NPV calculation relied on an unreasonably high forecast of gas and
energy prices.

In the NPV calculation for Pleasants, the largest pmjected revenue streani came from
energy market

revenue^.^"

CIiA projected the plant's generation over a 15-year period b)

comparing the plant's variable costs (he1 and non-fuel O&M) to ARB'S forecasted energy.
prices. Subject to certain operational constraints at the plant, CRA assumed that Pleasants would

76

Tr. I I at 56 (acknowledging that Mon Power provided the ABR price forecasts).

" Tr. I 1 at 60-61 (Mr. Lee ackno\\ledgiiig that CKA only did a base case): c,$ l'r. 11 at 162 (MI-.S\veet
testifying that "[\\;]e routinely pet-lbriii a liigli and low gas scenario where we look at the 10th percentile
gas price forecast. OLII-base case \\liicli is generally the 50th and then tlie 90th percentile."). MI-.Sweet
\\as unaware that CKA's evaluation of Pleasants did not include any scenario analyses. Tr. I I at 170.

'' Tr. I at 107.
'' Tr. 11 at 104; .see cilso Conf. CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 4, '*Unit-l-NPV"
23

heading, pp. 1-2.

dispatch each hour in which the forecasted energy price exceeded the plant's variable costs.S0
Coiisequently, the energy price forecast used in the dispatch model had a significant impact on
the revenue projection

- the

higher the price forecasted, the more energy revenues Pleasants is

projected to earn."
That energy price forecast, in turn, relied heavily on ABB's gas price assumptions. ABB
used its forecast of future gas prices to create the energy price forecast used by CFUL~*
Companies witness Sweet described natural gas as "probably the largest predictor of power
prices."83 Because ABB's gas price forecast has a major impact on ABB's energy price
assumptions, that gas price forecast also has a large influence on Mon Power's energy revenue
prqjection. WVSUNKAG witness Schlissel elaborated on the influence that gas prices had on

CRA's analysis of Pleasants:
The level of natural gas prices affects the cost of generating power at natural gasfired plants which, in turn, determines the market clearing prices in the PJM
wholesale energy market during many peak- and off-peak hours of the year. At
the same time, when modeling a power plant's future performance. the forecasted
natural gas prices will impact the plant's projected generation because. in
scenarios with lower gas prices, generation from a coal-fired plant like Pleasants
will be displaced in the model in more hours of the year. Thus, lower natural gas
prices adversely impact the economics of a generating plant like Pleasants in two
ways: (i) by reducing the revenue that the plant owner would receive from selling
the plant's generation into the P.JM energy market and (ii) by decreasing the
amount of power (in MWh) that the plant would generate. Consequently, when
modeling a coal plant's fLiture revenues, it is important not to use an inflated

'()

TI-.I I at 105.

Sce Tr. 11 at 106-07: id. at I06 (agreeing that if all else had been held equal, using a lower energy price
dispatch model the model would have projected that Pleasants dispatched less frequently). Mr.
R L i berto also acknowledged that Pleasants' NPV would be lower if energy and capacity prices were lower
than projected. 7 r . I at 1 17.
si

iii

s'Sc.e Sweet Direct at 4-6.
S? I-[.,
11 at 152: sce L ~ / . Y O CAG-SUN Ex. DAS-12 (Mr. Sweet confirming that ABB's "forecasted incl-ease
in natural gas prices is a key driver ofthe forecasted increase in electricity prices").
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forecast of natural gas prices. as this will bias the analysis in favor of the pla~it.~‘
In this case, both the gas and energy price forecasts sponsored by ABB were
unreasonably high. As a result, CRA’s projection of Pleasants’ ftiture energy revenues
significantly overstated the plant’s future profitability.

a.

ABB’s Gas Price Forecasts are unreasonably high.

The NPV calculation relied upon a single set of ABB gas price forecasts from Spring
20 16. As explained below, these gas price assumptions are unrealistically high, and were
already outdated at the time that CRA performed the NPV calculation. The result is an inflated
projection of energy revenues.
In its Spring 201 6 gas forecast, ABB assumed significant increases in gas prices over the
entire 15-year NPV period.85 That prediction, however, is at odds with actual gas prices and
futures prices,x6as well as the evaluations of numerous analysts. The Spring 201 6 forecast that
Mon Power relied on its Petition is also at odds with ABB’s more recent projection.
The first reason we know that this Spring 2016 gas price forecast is, and was, too high is
because ABB had revised it downward months before CRA calculated Pleasants’ NPV.
Although the NPV calculations were performed in February 20 17. the underlying price forecasts
were completed in May 201 6.87 This was several months after ABB had issued its Fall 201 6
forecast.” And the Fall 2016 forecast was lower than the Spring 2016 forecast that Mon Power

Sclilissel Direct at 24 (footnote omitted). The Companies did not dispute this portion of MI-. Schlissel‘s
test i nion y .
8i

Co. Ex. TS-I at 1 .
Gas fiitirres represent the market’s

V I ~ of
L

firture natural gas prices.

”

CAG-SUN Ex. IIAS-4; Tr. I at 99: 7 r. I 1 at 15 1 .

”

Schlissel Direct at 24-25; 7 r. I at 99- 100.
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relies on this case.s9 Put differently. the NI’V calculation used price forecasts that were already
outdated, and which the forecasting firm had revised downward

-

which, of course, would

reduce the plant’s projected NPV.
The fact that the ABB natural gas price forecast is already outdated and too high is not an
isolated incident. In recent years, ABB has consistently overestimated future gas prices, which
has forced the firm to repeatedly reduce its forecasts over time. In rebuttal testimony,
Companies witness Sweet tries to downplay this problem, claiming that “[wlhile ABB’s
projection of long-term natural gas prices changes over time based on changes in underlying
fundamental drivers related to supply and demand, these changes over time do not create
inconsistencies that impair the value of the pro.jections.””) But that ignores tlie consistent trend
of ABB over-projecting gas price forecasts. Starting in the Fall of2014, and with some
exceptions in specific years, ABB‘s natural gas price forecasts have declined over time - each
forecast has been lower than tlie earlier ones.” WVSIJNKAG witness Schlissel observed that

*‘)

7r. I1 at 155; \ee cr/\o Schlissel Direct at 29 (Conficlential Figure 6).

‘)O

Sweet I<ebuttal at 6.

See Sclilrssel Direct at 29. On cross-e\aminatioii. MI- Sweet achnowledged that ABB‘s spiiiig 201 5
forecast \ias lower than its fall 20 14 lorecast, it\ fall 20 15 forecast \\as lower than its spring 20 15
forecast, its spring 201 6 forecast was lower than i t \ fall 20 15 forecast, and its fall 201 6 forecast \\.as
generallj lower than its spring 201 6 forecast. 1 I . I1 at 154-55.

‘)I
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1-

Finally, and most significantly, ABB’s price forecasts are inconsistent with actual

gas prices, which since the beginning of 2015 have been

[-I]

ABB‘s projected prices.92

ABB’s Spring 20 I6 gas price forecast is also at odds with current gas prices, futures
prices, and the expectations of market analysts. For example:
The gas price for
gas prices, and is

from recent (and current) natural
reseiitly available in the

Recent analyses by Morgan Stanley and Moody’s conclude that Henry Hub gas prices
over the next few years will remain around $3 per MMBTU or below.94
Longview witness Gabel assessed ABB’s forecast and concluded that it was “well above
In performing his own analysis of Pleasants’ economics. he revised that
forecast downward to reflect gas futures and the most recent Energy Information
Administration (“EIA”) forecast.
In rebuttal testimony, the Companies respond to critiques of the gas price forecast by
discussing ABB‘s expectation that “gas prices must go up.”96 But the Companies‘ rebuttal does

92

See geiw~rllySclilissel Direct at 28-30 & Confidential Figure 6.

Id. at 27-28 & Confidential Figure 5 . Note: although the Companies disagree with MI-. Sclilissel’s
ultimate conclusions regarding fiitiire gas prices, they have not disputed the accuracy of tlie price data
presented in Figures 4-8 of MI-. Schlissel‘s testimony.

93

Id. at 33-34. I n confidential Figure 8 of his testimony, Mr. Schlissel presents a coinparison ofthe ABB
forecast to futures prices and forecasted 201 9 and 2020 prices from Moody’s and Morgan Stanley. Id. at
35.

94

Notably. in this case several witnesses knowledgeable about the gas price mal-kets expressed similar
views. See Tr. I 1 at 22 (ESC witness Dorn discussing the current natural gas environment stated: “[Mly
view on it, as well as the view o[t] tlie capital providers in the market is that [the] environment[] for
natural gas and all the prices have been depressed. long term. So I can‘t say \\hat that means for Pleasants
for its financial liability. but we expect market conditions similar to today to persist wcll into tlie
future.“): TI-.I 1 at 378-79(WVEUG witness Messer expressing his vieu that tlie shale gas revolution has
created a market tliat’s pretty stable).
’
j

Gabel Direct at 12

‘I6

Sweet Rebuttal a t 6.
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not specifically address the fact that (i) ABB has consistently over-projected future gas prices,
(ii) ABB has already revised its price forecast downward, and (iii) other knowledgeable market
analysts predict that gas prices will remain low. I n sum, there is overwhelming evidence that the
Spring 201 6 gas price forecast - which the Companies chose to rely on in their Petition - was too
high.
b.

ABB’s Energy Price Forecast i s unreasonably high and at odds with
FirstEnergy’s own forecast of depressed market prices.

Given that ABB’s gas price forecast was used to develop its energy price forecast, it is
not surprising that the Spring 20 16 energy price forecast also overstates future market prices.
That this forecast was unreasonably high can be seen from the following:
Just as with gas prices, ABB’s energy price forecast for the APS zone (where Pleasants
I] over time. For example, in the
iarket price in the APS zone

-1
0

0

‘I7

the prices projected in ABB‘s previous

forecast^."^

ABB’s Spring 2016 forecast, relied on by the Companies in this case. prqjected energy
recent prices and current forward energy market prices.9x
prices that are [1The ABB forecast is also starkly at odds with Moody’s recent analysis, which predicts
flat energy prices througli 202 1, at which point prices will decline.99

Sc.c Sclilissel Direct at 38-40 & Confidential 1-igiil-e 1 1 (sliowing ABB’s energy price forecast
rd. at 38.

(Ix

Id. at 45-46.
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111

rebuttal testimony, the Companies do not dispute this data. l o o Instead, they try to

defend the energy price forecast by criticizing Mr. Schlissel's use of energy forhard prices, and
by vaguely discussing the fact that ABB's forecast changes over time."'

But here again, the

Companies have not offered any specific response to ABB' s consistent pattern of overestimating
future energy prices. Nor do the Companies address Moody's recent analysis, which contradicts
ABB's projection of increasing energy prices.
Moreover. although the Companies urge this Commission to credit the ABB energy price
forecast, that forecast is inconsistent with price forecasts used by both Mon Power and AE
Supply. The ABB price forecast relied on by the Companies is much higher than the energy
price forecasts that Moil Power has used to project the generation of the Harrison and Fort
Martin plants."* The ARB price forecast is also higher than the energy prices that AE Supply,
the plant's current owner, has used to project Pleasants' ftiture generation and energy
revenues. IO3
That ABB's energy price forecast is much higher than AE Supply's forecasts is
especially significant because the lower prices reflected in AE Supply's projections are a key
driver of FirstEnergy's decision to exit the competitive power business. One of the reasons why
"FirstEnergy has elected to exit the [competitive] generation business is because of depressed
prices in the wholesale energy [and] capacity market[^]."'^)^ Given that FirstEnergy is itself

loo I n particular, though disagreeing with MI-.Schlissel's conclusions regarding fiitiire energ! prices, the
Companies' rebuttal does not dispute the accuracy of the price data presented in Figures 9-1 5 of Mr.
Sch I i sse1* s test i i i i oily.
lo'

Sweet Rebuttal at 1 1 - 1 3.

IO2

ScIiIisseI Direct at 4-1-45.

/(I. at 41-42.
Io3 TI-. I at 187; .see u/.co I..ii-stEnergyCorp. IO-K FY201 6. at 4 (noting "a prolonged decrease in demand
and excess generation stipplj in the I'JM Region, which has resulted in a period of protracted low power
I"-'
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making business decisions based on an expectation of low energy prices. the energy price
assumptions underlying the NPV calculation are simply not credible.
Because overwhelming evidence establishes that the energy price forecast was too high,
there can be no reasonable dispute that the NPV calculation Overestimated Pleasants’ future
energy revenues.”’
c.

Because the NPV calculation relied on unreasonably high energy
prices assumptions, it significantly overestimated Pleasants’ future
operating performance and energy revenues.

Because the energy price forecast directly impacted the dispatch model,Io6 it is no
surprise that CRA over-projected Pleasants’ future generation and resulting energy revenues.
Indeed, the projection used for the NPV calculation paints an unrealistically optimistic picture of
Pleasants’ future economics that bears no relationship to the plant’s recent and historic
performance.
For the NPV calculation, CRA projects that Pleasants’ generation will increase

and capacity prices”); uv~iil~ihle
urt http:’/~\/~~~~~.siil.coin/Caclicicl?,8
163065.ltt111l.Mr. Kubei-to
acknowledged that tinder the proposed transaction, ciistoiners would bear 100% of the risk of depressed
market prices. TI-.I at 194.
‘Oi In his rebuttal testimony, Companies witness Sweet discusses various proposals which, i n his view.
could result in changes to wholesale prices or increased value f’or coal-tired generation. Sweet Rebuttal at
15-1 8. This testimony is not entitled to any weight. Even setting aside obvious flaws with the reasoning
presented therein (for example, there is no reason to think that coal-fired units would benefit from state
legislation supporting zero-emission generators), at the hearing it became clear that Mr. Sweet had little
familiarity with these policy proposals. Tr. I 1 at 156-58. Nor did he present any evidence that any of
these proposals were sufficiently concrete that ABB would look to them to inform its price forecasts.

In pre-filed testimony, Staff witness Eads presented various NPV scenarios tising different market price
forecasts. Although Mr. Eads’s analysis correctly identifies several problenis with the Companies’ NPV
calculation. Eads Direct at 6-1 I , many of his scenarios unfortunately relied on energy price forecasts that
were unreasonably high. Much like ABB‘s spring 20 16 forecast, the Navigant and AEP price forecasts
o\ er-prqject future energy prices, which can be seen by comparing those price assumptions to actual
prices and energy market forwards for the APS zone. as well as I-ecent price forecasts wed by Moil Power
and AE Supply. ’The Navigant capacity price forecast was also Lini-easonably high.
IO0

See. e . g , Tr. I at 1 17; ‘Ir. I I at 106-07.

drainatically in coning years, and that from 20 19 through 2032 Pleasants will produce more

capacity factor since 2001 has been 68%,Io8with capacity factors below 65% in 2015 and
2016,Io9the CRA model assumes capacity factors well above

[m]]
starting in 2020, and

continuing through 2032.' l o
The NPV ~alculation'sassumptions about the plant's future performance are starkly at
odds with the plant's historic performance. As Sierra Club witness Comings explained, the
capacity factor is "a strong indicator of how economic the plant is. It's indicative of what the
ftiel prices and energy prices are; how often the unit's dispatched. It's very important.""'

But in

niodeling Pleasants' future generation and revenue, CRA ignores this critical aspect of the
plant's historic performance. As Companies witness Lee candidly admitted, he "didn't spend a
lot of time looking at the operating history of Pleasants.'"

l2

He also acknowledged that, apart

from certain physical limits, nothing in the CRA model or NPV calculation accounts for
Pleasants' historical performance in t e r m of its future dispatch.

''

Instead, relying on ABB's inflated energy prices. which are at odds with FirstEnergy's
own projections, CRA's dispatch model assumed that it would be economic to operate Pleasants

lo'

Schlissel Direct at 48.

lo*

Comings Direct at 24.
Medine Direct at 7.

'lo

Confidential CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 4 (Conf.), '.Unit-l-NPV"

heading. pp. 1-2. row 1 1 .

' I i Tr. 111 at 135. See c r l w Gabel Direct at 17 ("In the current energy envit-oniiient, \+it11 low natural gas
prices, [CRA's model] assumed level of outpiit for a relativelq inefficient. nearly 40-year old coal-fired
facility in PJM is simply iinrealistic, and inconsistent with both t-went historical performance and
projected performance.").

TI. 11 at 65.
'Ii

Id. at 1 08.
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in every hour of the year from 201 9 through 2032. I

This is in sharp contrast to Pleasants'

historic operation, where the plant would cycle on and off between 20 and 40 times a year.

li

Apart from a de-rate intended to account for planned and forced outages, the model assuines that
Pleasants will run continuously for years at a time.

I'

These unrealistically optimistic operating

assumptions underscore the unreasonableness of the energy price forecast that was used for the
NPV.I17

2.

The NPV's capacity revenue projection relied on an unreasonably high
capacity price forecast and incorrect assumptions about Pleasants'
cleared capacity.

The second biggest revenue stream affecting the NPV calculation was CRA's projection
of capacity revenues.'

'' This projection is the product of two variables: the clearing price set

through PJM's capacity auctions, and the amount of capacity assumed to clear in the auction.
Here again, CRA relied on an unreasonably high capacity price forecast that is already proving to
be wrong. And CRA compounded that error by assuming that Pleasants would clear an
unreasonably high amount of capacity in the PJM capacity auctions. These errors resulted in an
unrealistically high projection of capacity revenues.
In the NPV calculation, CRA used ABB's Spring 2016 capacity price forecast. That
- [
forecast assumed that future capacity prices would

I ] ' CAG-SUN Ex. DAS-I 7 (resp. to SC-111-5 Confidential) (-'After 201 8, the dispatch model logic considering fuel and power price forecasts - observes that it is always economic to have Pleasants in
operation."); see ulso Tr. I I at 64. 106.
I"

'Yr. 111 at 137.

'I6

T r . I 1 at 106.

Every Staff and intervenor witness that e\amined the economics of the Pleasants plant agreed that the
assumed generation/capacity factor mas too high. ,See Baron Direct at 2 1-23: Comings Direct at 24-25:
Ead.; Direct at 7-8; Gabel Direct at 17: Mcdinc Direct at 7-8. 48: Schlissel Direct at 47-49.
See geiier~dlyConfidential CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 4, .'Unit _ 1 - NPV" heading, pp. I -2>ro\v 21.
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1-1

As multiple intervenor witnesses explained, this price forecast is unreasonably high.

And in the very.firs/ yeur ofthe,forecust, ABB not only got the price wrong, but its forecast was
directionally wrong. While the actual 2020/2 1 clearing price dropped from the prior year's
auction, ABB predicted the opposite: it forecasted that projected that the capacity price would
rise from $100 per MW-day to [
day os [

]] per MW-day. The actual price of $76.53 per MW-

I] of the price that ABB had predicted. I Z 0

As Mr. Gabel explained, the

first year in ABB's capacity forecast is "95 percent off the mark. That's too high."12'

In addition to getting the very first year wrong. there are several other factors that
underscore why ABB's capacity price forecast is unreasonably high. including: (i) the fact that
PJM peak loads are forecasted to grow very little between 201 7-2032; and (ii) PJM currently has
a glut of capacity. as shown by the results of the most recent PJM auction. ' 2 2 As WVSUNKAG

Schlissel explained. "[tlhe existence of this excess capacity while PJM loads remain stagnant
will mean that capacity prices are likely to remain low."123 Longview witness Gabel and Sierra
Club witness Comings also concluded that the ABB price forecast was unreasonably high.
In addition to using an unreasonably high price, CRA also assuiiied an erroneously high

ABB's forecasted capacity prices are on the page with the "Capacity-Price" heading of confidential
CAG-SUN Cross Exhibit 4. The projected clearing prices, in $/MW-day, can be found in column C.
I]')

Sclilissel Direct at 53-54. Companies witness Ruberto conceded that the auction clearing price was
significantly Io\vei-than the clearing price assumed in the NPV calculation. Tr. I at 160. He also agreed
that ARB'S price forecast for 202012 1 was directionally wrong. Id. at 16 1 .
Tr. 111 at 279.
See Schlissel Direct at 54-55 (discussing both factors).

Id. at 5 5 .
12'

Gabel Direct at 7-9; Comings Direct at 22-23; Tr. I l l at 125.
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number of MW would clear in the capacity auctions throughout the 15-year NPV period. CRA’s
capacity revenue projection assumed that]I-[

of UCAP clears the PJM auction each

year throughout the 15-year period 201 8-2032.”’ This assumption has already been proven
wrong for the first three delivery years covered by the NPV (20 1 8119,20 19/20. and 2020/2 l),

3.

The NPV calculations, and the assumptions underlying them, were not
subject to serious scrutiny.

The NPV calculation’s reliance on ABB‘s unreasonably high price forecasts was
compounded by the fact that Moil Power did not make any serious attempt to scrutinize those
forecasts, or mitigate the uncertainties associated with relying on a single set of forecasts.
For one thing, Mon Power did not prepare any long-term NPV calculations or economic
analyses apart from CRA’s calculation.’2XFor another, neither Mon Power nor CRA made a
credible effort to verify the reasonableness and accuracy of ABB‘s forecasts. CRA did not
perform a detailed review of the ABB price forecast.”9 And although Companies witness
Ruberto claimed to have reviewed the reasonableness of AHB’s Spring 20 16 Reference Case

Confidential CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 4.“Unit-I-NPV”
assumed to clear in PJM capacity auctions).
I”

heading, pp. 1-2, row 20 (showing UCAP

I”’ Pleasants cleared [[
11.
Conf. Ex. DAS-22; .see ulso Tr. I1 at 1 12-13 (Companies witness l x e discussing amounts cleared in
recent auctions and agreeing that “for the first couple years ofthe NPV calculation, . . . CRA assumed a
higher number of megawatts woiild clear than actitall) cleared”): Schlissel Direct at 65 (discussing CRA‘s
assumptions regarding cleared capacity); Gabel Direct at 10 (explaining that the assumed UCAP should
have been lower due to Pleasants‘ historic equivalent forced outage rate demand, or EFORd).
‘ I - Companies witness Rubei-to generallj itncier-stoodthat CRA was only going to use a single energy
price forecast and a single capacit? price foreca5t l r I at 107.

Id at 153.
Tr. I I at 107. Mr. Lee also agreed that. to his hno\vlecige, no one at CRA had “ever performed a formal
e\ aluation of the reasonableness and accurac! of an) ABB price forecast.” Id.
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forecast, that review simply consisted of reading that Reference Case.

’”

Mr. Ruberto did not

review any ABR forecasts other than the single set of forecasts Mon Power had purchased, nor
did lie review, create, or rely on any other documents.I3’
On cross-exaiiiination. Longview witness Gabel noted the problems with CRA’s
approach. When asked if he thought “that CRA should‘ve looked at the market itself and then
looked at a --- a menu of different forecasts out there and picked the one that it thought would be
best,” Mr. Gabel responded:

I think they should’ve looked at forecasts and done some benchmark in it.
Frankly. maybe liad some internal discussion about whether this ABB forecast
that’s even at that point dated, made sense. And I think if you look at where that
ABB forecast --- excuse me, if you look at the numbers inside the ABB forecast
they don‘t track market. They don’t --- certainly don’t track capacity market.
They‘re way off the mark. And I would’ve looked at it and said gee, the first
number they‘re giving in this whole line of numbers, first one they’re giving me is
95 percent off the mark. That’s too high. I would’ve --- I’ve been in CRA shoes. I
would’ve stopped and I would‘ve said what’s going on here. Is this what --- is this
the set of assumptions we want to ride [sic] in doing our a n a 1 y ~ i s . I ~ ~
Unfortunately, CKA made no attempt to assess the accuracy of the forecast it liad been provided.
And, rather than evaluate other market price data - including its own internal energy price
forecasts - or perform sensitivities to test the reasonableness of its assumption, Moii Power
chose to present the Commission with a single NPV calculation. Given the significance of the
asset purchase the Commission has been asked to approve. Mon Power’s failure to do so was
plainly unreasonable.
4.

Many of the other assumptions in the NPV further skewed the plant’s
economics to appear more favorable than they actually are.

In addition to using unreasonably high gas, energy, and capacity price forecasts, the

I’0

TI-.1 at 154-51.

’’I

Id. at 155: C A G S I J N 1;x. DAS-13.

”’TI-. 111 at 278-79.
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Companies' NI'V calculation included several other assumptions that artificially inflated
Pleasants' NPV. 'lhese unreasonable assumptions include, but are not limited to. the following:
Fixed and variable O&M costs. As Staff witness Eads explained, the annual fixed O&M
costs assumed in CRA's analysis were approximately $10 million lower than the plant's
average actual O&M expenses between 201 1 and 2015.133Using a more realistic fixed
O&M figure would, standing alone, reduce the plant's NPV by approximately $90
Additionally, Longview witness Gabel concluded that the variable O&M cost
assumption used in the NPV calculation was also too high. 13'
McElroy's Run closure costs. The NPV calculation omitted any costs relating to the
closure of McElroy's Run, a 253-acre impoundment that contains coal combustion
residuals (CCR) created by the Pleasants ~ 1 a n t . Under
I ~ ~ the proposed transaction, all of
the costs associated with the closure of McElroy's Run would be transferred to Mon
Power.137In its RFP bid, AE Supply provided an estimated closure date for the
iinpoundnient of 2024, and an estimated closure cost of $45 million.138Although the
Companies filed rebuttal testimony stating that the impoundment would likely last a few
more years. even under that revised projection the closure costs would be incurred within
the 15-year NPV period.'39 Despite the inevitability of these costs, the Companies
omitted them entirely from the NPV calculation.
Equivalent forced outage rate. The CRA dispatch model proportionally decreased the
plant's modeled generation, which was intended to account for malfunctions or other
operational issues that could occur over the 15-year period. CRA developed this
assumption by using historical forced outage data that had been included in the RFP
response, which CRA believed represented the equivalent forced outage rate
("EFOR").140 The EFOR is a metric that accounts for total outages as well as forced derates (ix., situations where the unit must operate at a lower output) that occur due to
operational problems. However. the outage data provided in the RFP response was

-I'.

Tr. IV at 65: Eads Direct at 9.

I-"

Gabel Direct at 15 ($89 million); Eads Direct at 1 1 ($92 million)

I.'

Gabel Direct at 14.

See Dove Direct at 4.
I'.
TI-.I at 161-62. All oftlie costs associated with the facility's dry ash landfill would also be ti-ansferred
to Mon Power. Id. at 162.
I-" Co. F k . KPL-I at 3-10 to 3-1 1 . I n conducting its NPV. C R A did not independently evaluate closure
costs for McEIi-oy's R u n . l'r. I1 at 81. As Mr. Lee put it. "I didjust accept that [$45 million] figure." Id.
at 82.

I-'

'Tr. I at I I 0.

"(JTt-.I1 at 114-15.
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significantly lower than Pleasants' actual historical EFOR. I" Consecl~iently,CRA likely
used an erroneously low EFOR assumption when it modeled Pleasants' future dispatch.
Future decreases in perforniance. As Mr. Schlissel noted iii his testimony, CRA did not
"account[] for the adverse impact of aging on Pleasants' operating performance. Indeed,

0

Coal cost assumptions. As several intervenor witnesses noted, ABB developed a plantspecific forecast of Pleasants' fuel costs as pai-t of its Spring 201 6 Reference Case. That
I ] - [
the costs assumed in CRA's
plant-specific cost forecast
calculation. 143
ELG compliance costs. Pleasants may need to incur significant capital expenditures to
comply with the Effluent Limitation Guidelines ("ELGs"). These compliance costs are
estimated to be $80-120 million, but CRA's analysis excluded them entirely.'14

0

Post-2032 costs. In the NPV spreadsheet, the size of Pleasants' rate base increases
]I-[
by the end of the 15-year
between 201 8 and 2032, reaching nearly
period.I4' Consequently, ratepayers will likely need to pay depreciation and a return on
equity for those amounts sometinie after 2032. But the NPV figure presented to the
Commission excluded all post-2032 costs, thereby understating the amount ratepayers

I J ' C'ompurc Confidential CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 4, "Response" heading, p. 1 , row 22. with Confidential
CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 5 (resp. to CAG-SUN-I-28(c)). Although the EFOR reported in Exhibit 5 is iinitlevel data, the EFOR figures for both Pleasants iinits are higher than tlie figures presented it1 tlie RFP
response for each of the years 20 1 1-20 16. The outage rate assiiiiied in the model can be found in
Confidential CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 4, "FromDispatch" heading, p. 1 . row IO.

Schlissel Direct at 64.

Id. at 65 & Confidential Figure 27; Comings Direct at 29-3 1 (discussing the impact on Pleasants'
projected generation using the plant-specific coal price forecast created by ABB).

'"

The ELG compliance cost estimate was discussed in the Black & Veatch report, which described this
as a "likely potential cost[] in the ftitiire that should be planned for." Co. Ex. KPL-1 at 3-1 0, 3-1 1. 111 liis
pre-filed testimony, Staff witness Eads added -[
of capital expenditures to CRA's analysis
to account for the likely costs of ELG compliance and McElroy's Run closure. Eads Direct at 6; Tr. I V at
63-64.
I n justifying liis refusal to consider those costs in tlie NPV calculation. Companies M itness Lee claimed
that CRA only included -'things that were known and knowable atid fairly certain, with respect to both
magnittide and timing ... TI-.11 at 13 1 . There is a certain irony i i i MI-. I x e citing this rationale. because tlie
record makes clear that neither CRA nor Mon Power made any attempt to evaluate the "magnitude and
timing" of tlie forecasted price increases assumed in tlie ABB forecasts.
IJ5CAG-SUN

Cross 1,s. 4, -*Unit-l-NPV" heading, pp. 1-2. I-OLI 34
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would ultimately be responsible for. I“’
Heat rate. Because Pleasants’ capacity factor will almost certainly be lower than the
stratosplieric levels assumed in CRA’s analysis, the plant’s heat rate will also likely be
lower than CRA assumed. Citing to the testimony of Longview witness Kumar and
Burnett. witness Gabel also noted that the assumed heat rate for Pleasants was very
unlikely given the age of the plant.’47 Using a more reasonable heat rate assumption
would reduce the plant’s NPV. For example, CAD witness Medine concluded that a
more reasonable heat rate assumption would alone reduce Pleasants’ NPV by $95
million, and Staff witness Eads estimated $40 million. 14*
Although not an exhaustive list, these flawed assumptions further demonstrate the
unreasonableness of the NPV figure that the Companies have relied on in this case.

B.

When reasonable assumptions are used, Pleasant’s NYV is negative and the
harm to ratepayers is clear.

When the unreasonable price forecasts and other assumptions underlying the Companies’
NPV calculation are stripped away, it is clear that, if rate-based, this plant will cost customers
money. In this case. several expert witnesses performed extensive analyses to assess the plant’s
economics. Those analyses establish that, when reasonable assumptions are used, the plant’s
NPV is negative.
For example, Longview witness Gabel, using more reasonable assumptions of gas.
energy, and capacity prices. as well as more realistic cost and operating assumptions. found an
NPV to customers of between negative $1 67 million and negative $306 million, on a net present
value basis. over the IS-year period.’@ Sierra Club witness Comings, who also used a set of
more reasonable price and cost assumptions, found a customer impact of negative $2 1 I

I J h Sierra Club witness Comings discusses this stranded cost issue in his pre-filed testimony. Comings
Direct at 33-34. See c r l s o Baron Dircct at 35-26 (discussing 2005 Mon Power study that estimated a
dismantling cost of more than $300 niillion).
I”

Gabel Direct at 13- 14.
Medine Direct at 8, 49-50; .see LIISO
t k i s Direct at 8-9, 1 1 .

Gabel Direct at 18.

‘-I(’
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million.' 50 When WVElJG witness Baron performed an assessment in which lie accepted ABB's
capacity price forecast for the last ten years of the 15-year period. and only slightly reduced the
ABB energy price forecast for years 2022-2032, he found a net present value of negative $7
million.'"

Finally, WVSUNKAG witness Schlissel assessed the plant's economics using

reasonable price assumptions and a realistic assumption of future generation, and calculated an
NPV of negative $470 million, with sensitivities showing NPVs of negative $266 million and
negative $640 million."* Mr. Schlissel also ran a separate scenario that used AE Supply's own
energy price forecast through 2021, and then escalated the rate assumed by ABB for the
remaining years of the forecast. Under that scenario, Pleasants' NPV would be negative $243
million.

53

Given that all forecasts of the future are inherently uncertain, the Commission need not
determine the exact level of losses that customers would experience if Mon Power acquires
Pleasants. But what is clear, given the extensive record in this proceeding, is that customers
would almost certainly lose significant sums of money if the transaction were approved. Far
the record shows that the proposed

from demonstrating a "rate benefit to

transaction would impose unreasonable costs on customers and "adversely affect the public in
this state... W. Va. Code tj 24-2-12.

Is'

Comings Direct at 32.

''I

Bai-on Direct at 25-26

I"

Schlissel Direct at 58-63.

I S i /(I. at 6 1-63. Notably. although Companies witness Lee criticizes Mr. Schlissel's high and low cases
sensiti\,ities. I,ee Rebuttal at 23-24, Mr. Lee did not provide any specific critique ofthe AE Supply
scenario presented in Mi-. Schlissel's testimony.
I"

Kubci-to Direct at 2 1 .
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C.

The Companies’ focus on the relative value of Pleasants, as compared to the
other two confirming bids, does not cure its flawed NPV analysis and misses
the mark.

In response to Staff and intervenors’ systematic dismantling of their NPV calculation, the
Companies downplay the iniportance of their NPV calculation by repeatedly emphasizing that
the intervenor critiques would not have affected the comparative ranking of the conforming RFP
bids. 155 They suggest that the absolute NPV is less important than Pleasants’ NPV relative to the
other two bids. But this argument fails, for several reasons.
First, it is important to reiterate that Mon Power does not need to buy any power plant
right now. As explained above in Section 11, there is no capacity shortfall, and this case is not
about reliability. Because there is no compelling need for Mon Power to purchase generation
capacity, it is absurd to suggest that customers should pay for an extremely costly resource
simply because the RFP included two other even more expensive options. This is especially so
given the serious flaws in the RFP process, as discussed in Section VI below.
Second, any purported long-term rate benefit of Pleasants relates directly to the NPV
calculation. Thus, so long as the Conipanies continue to claim that customers will see a rate
benefit in the future, the Companies‘ flawed NPV analysis for Pleasants is at
Accordingly, this NI’V calculation sliould be viewed on its own terms. The Companies cannot
shield the Pleasants NPV from scrutiny by pointing to the NPVs of the other RFP bids.

Is’ Tr. I at 164; see. e . g t Ruberto Rebuttal at 27. 27, 27, 3 1-32. 43. 44, 44. Along similar lines,
Companies witness Lee defended the price forecasts used in the NPV calculation by arguing that for
CRA‘s purposes “the fact that arguments can be made that any given forecasted data point might prove to
be high or low after the fact is not especially relevant to our work, because in general terms any such
differences may not materially affect the relative NPV valites of all tlie bids to which they were applied.”
Lee Rebuttal at 1 1. MI-.Lee seems to fault MI-.Gabel. Ms. Medine, and Mr. Schlissel for their focus ”on
whether the Pleasants NPV should be considcred as an accurate prqjection of the customer benefit/cost
forecast over tlie fifteen-year- NPV assessment period.” Id. at 12.

Indeed. at hearing. Mr. Rtiberto made clear that tlie Companies still view the absolute value of the
NPV calculation as impot-tant. TI-.I at 165.
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Finally, the Companies ignore the fact that the NPV analyses provided by other parties in
this case are much more in line with AE Supply’s internal forecasts, which contrast sharply with
the unreasonable projection made by CRA. As WVEUG witness Baron explained in discussing
the most recent of these forecasts (which was prepared in spring 201 7), the AE Supply forecast

At the hearing, the Companies repeatedly tried to downplay AE Supply’s projection. But
these efforts were unpersuasive. As Sierra Club witness Comings noted, “what the owner of the
plant, the current owner of the plant, thinks the cash flow for the plant is going to be with the
revenues it‘s going to bring in is an important piece of information to look at.””’ And when the
Companies suggested Pleasants could still represent a good deal for ratepayers, even though AE
Supply views it as a bad deal. because *‘theneeds of an integrated utility . . . [are] different than
the needs of an entity like AE Supply that participates solely in competitive markets,” WVEUG
witness Baron debunked that suggestion:

[I]n the end in my view, the economics of the plant for AE Supply are --- we look
at the costs and we look at the revenues that the PJM market provides, does that
produce positive cash flow or net income. 111 the case of MonPower and its
customers MonPower‘s facing essentially, the same decision . . . All of the energy
and capacity from Pleasants is sold into the PJM Market and whoe\ er owns it
whether Mon Power or AE Supply receives the revenues. . . . that fundamental
financial analysis in my view is really the same.’59

Baron Direct at 20-2 1 : .YCCJri/.ro Comings Direct at 15-16 (sliowing Pleasants’ actual and projected cash
flo\i \\it11 AE; Supply data).
TI-. 111 at 160.

‘”

Id. at 195-96.
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Later, Mr. Baron elaborated on this point: "Again, fundamentally tliough. the risk to the
ratepayers is the same kind ofrisk that AE Supply faces. And that is what will happen to market
prices, what will happen to the costs of Pleasants and so forth. That's --- in my view, that is the
overriding risk that customers face and AE Supply faces."16o

IV.

THEPROPOSED
TRANSACTION
WOULD EXPOSE CUSTOMERS
TO NUMEROUS
OTHER
RISKS.
lJiider the proposed transaction, the Companies' customers would assunie all of the risks

associated with owning and operating Pleasants. 1 6 ' As explained above. those risks include the
strong likelihood that Pleasants will have a negative NPV over the next 15 years, given
reasonable assumptions about future market prices and the plant's costs and operating
performance. But the transaction carries additional risks which, though harder to quantify, could
further harm customers. These include market risks associated with owning excessive amounts
of generation, the operational risks of owning an aging power plant, and the risks associated with
McElroy's Run.
A.

customers would face additional market risks by adding more generation to
an existing surplus.

As discussed in Section 1I.U above, Mon Power is already long on energy. Without
Pleasants, Mon Power has signiticant excess generation, up to 78% more energy than it needs to
meet annual energy demands, for all but 27 hours over the next five years.

The Companies

frame this energy surplus - a surplus that would increase significantly if Pleasants is

'a' I d at 199.
'('I Tr. I at 194 (Ruberto testifying that tinder the proposed transaction, ratepayers ~voiildget "1 00 percent
ofthe benefit and 100 percent ofthe downside, yes"): see ~ l s TI-.
o 111 at 48 (Kauffinan testillitig she
believes it is appropriate "as part of the construct of a utility" that customers bear 100 percent of the risk
of I'leasants' operation in PJM).

Tr. I1 at 230; Schlissel Direct at 16.
I".'See Schlissel Direct at 2 1, Figure 3 ; CAG-SUN ('ross Ex. 1 1

-

as a customer benefit because customers would receive credits for the energy revenues that

Pleasants generates in the marketplace.’”’ But surplus energy is only a potential beneft if the
revenues from energy outweigh the costs of owning and operating Pleasants. 16’

If the revenues

do not offset the costs of Pleasants, the Companies’ energy surplus represents a huge risk for
ratepayers. And as discussed above, ABB’s energy price forecasts were unreasonably high. As a
result, CRA’s projection of Pleasants’ future energy revenues significantly overstated the plant’s
future profitability. When more reasonable forecasts are used, not only does Pleasant‘s NPV
significantly decline, but the purported benefit of the Companies carrying massive amounts of
excess generation is revealed to be a huge risk.

In rebuttal testimony, the Companies assert that a physical hedge is beneficial during
“high-load, high-price situations” because it “allows the revenues generated at the high prices to
counter the high costs of supplying customer needs during the same periods.”166 But this
argument does nothing to support the Companies’ case. As explained above in Section 1I.C and

ILD, Pleasants would not be a hedge, because the Companies have surplus capacity and
energy.’”’ Moreover. the Companies’ argument ignores the signifkant risks of owning excess
generation. By exacerbating an existing energy surplus. acquiring Pleasants would actually
increcrse customer exposure to volatility in energy market prices.

16‘

The Companies‘ 201 5

See Petition at 16: Kauffkan Direct at I O .

165 Sclilissel

Direct at 18.

16‘

Ruberto Rebuttal at 12- 13.

16’

,%e ger7er~rllySchlissel Direct at 19-2 1 .

Id. at 20. Moreover. the Companies have offered no credible evidence that their customers would
suffer from price volatility or price increases in the absence ofthis transaction. The Companies have not
conducted any specific study evaluating the potential for fiitui-e retail price volatility. See CAG-SUN
Cross Ex. 3: .see crlso Ti-. I at 144. And other than citing to the direct testinion) of ABB’s ‘Tlmnas Sweet.
the Companies did not identify any specific stiidy evaluating the potential for future retail price increases.
CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 3: see ~ l s Tr.
o 1 at 144-45.
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ENEC rate increase illustrates this risk. In that case, the Companies explained that ”[tlhe
primary reason for the increased ENEC under-recovery balance is lower than forecasted energy
market prices (which reduced generation energy sales revenue).’”69 Low energy market prices
remain a big risk in light of the Companies’ excess generation.
As Staff witness Eads observed, the proposed transaction is essentially a market play.”’
And with this Petition, the Companies are seeking to shift the risk ofthis market play - a risk too
great for FirstEnergy Corp. shareholders - to captive ratepayers. In this sense, FirstEnergy is not
exiting the competitive market, as it has represented on investor earnings calls. Rather,
FirstEnergy is staying in the game, but trying to substitute ratepayers for their shareholders while shareholders would enjoy full cost recovery and a locked-in return on equity for a plant
whose market risks they currently bear. The proposed acquisition of Pleasants is a huge gamble
-

one that the Companies’ customers should not be forced to make.

B.

Customers would bear the risks of owning an aging coal-fired power plant.

The proposed transaction would also expose customers to the operational and financial
risks of owning an aging coal-fired generating plant. Such risks include the likelihood that
operating performance will decrease, or O&M costs n d l increase, as the Pleasants plant
continues to age. As WVSIJN/CAG witness Schlissel noted, “it is reasonable to expect that the
operating perforniaiice of the Pleasants units will deteriorate as they age and/or that the cost of
continuing to operate the units will increase due to age-related degradation or the need to replace
degraded plant equipment.“’7’ But the NPV calculation presented by the Companies did not

Schlissel Direct at 20 (quoting Valcles direct testimony in Case No. 15-135 I-E-P at 8).

”’TI-.IV at 81.
Schlissel Direct at 49; id. at 49-50 (citing Babcoch & Wilcox): .we N/SO Kumar Direct at 8-9.
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period when it will be 38 to over 50 years old.”’7’ The Companies’ failure to account for this
risk was conipouiided by the fact that, as discussed above in Section III.A.4. the Companies used
unreasonably low cost assumptions for both fixed and variable O&M . The NPV calculation also
did not reflect the fact that “older facilities such as Pleasants generally incur greater CapEx costs
in order to keep ~ p e r a t i n g . ” ’And,
~ ~ as Longview witness Kumar pointed out, “[pllants that have
underspent on capital and/or O&M are likely to suffer lower historical reliability or are at greater
risk of future forced
The risks to ratepayers of Pleasants incurring higher-than-expected capital expenditures is
exacerbated by the fact that, in this Petition, the Companies are apparently seeking pre-approval
for future capital expenditures at the plant. In his pre-filed testimony, Companies witness Valdes
stated:
The Companies request that the Commission. in its order in this case, provide rate
assurance that the increase in assets associated with the Transaction will not be
reconsidered in a base rate case. . . . Mon Power cannot complete the Transaction
without Commission approval of the Temporary Surcharge and /he usszimnce thnt
suhseqzient Tiwnsuction-relLEteu’investment will he fitlly recognized in hme iw~e.s
in the ensuing rate case and thereafter.I7’
At the hearing, Mr. Valdes was asked the following:

Q. Are you asking this Commission for approval today. or through this case.
approval in this proceeding, of ftiture Pleasants-related investments above and
beyond the $1 95 million cost of the transaction that you’re putting forward‘?
A. Yes, it would ultimately be rate-based. And traditionally rate-base would work
is --- as service gets added, rate base increases. And then as deprecation [sic]
occurs, then that‘s going to decrease your rate base.

It/. at 50.

”’ Gabel Direct at

16 (citing Kumar Direct and Burnett Direct).

‘‘I

K m a r Direct at 13.

’”

Valdes Direct at 17-1 8 (emphasis added).
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So the answer to your question is yes. but t1iere.s --- there's moving parts to that,
that both increase and decrease rate base.
Q. And just to clarify. that --- that would include future capital expenditures; is
that correct?
A. Yes. In fact, that would be the same as any other investment tlie Company
would have in the Harrison, and Fort Martin.I7'
To the extent the Companies are seeking preapproval to rate-base Pleasants' future capital
expenditures, without regard to the necessity or reasonableness of such investment, that request
is unreasonable.
Additionally, as L,ongview witness Kuinar discussed, the plant also faces operational
risks and increased costs in future years as a result of cycling.

This includes the risk of High

Impact Low Probability (*'HILP-') events.'78 If Mon Power purchases the plant, customers
would likely assume those cycling-related risks and costs going forward.
In an attempt to explain away these concerns, tlie Companies asserted in rebuttal
testimony that while '.MI-. Kuniar seems to assume that Pleasants will be operated as a cyclical
unit," Pleasants instead "operates as a base load

But this misses the point: although AE

Supply may have every intention of keeping the Pleasants units "operat[iiig] in a band between

300 MWs and 650 MWs."'") the reality is that those units cycle multiple times each year.

Iih

Tr. I l l at 69.

'"

See g m e ~ ~ iKumar
l l ~ Direct at 4-5. 1 1 - I 2. 20-23. 36-37.

1781rl.at 36-38.
Ii9

Evans Rebuttal at 8.
Id

lYCi

Is'

Confidential CAG-SUN Cross L\. 4. -'Response" heading, p. 1, I-ow 19.
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when compared with other coal units with siniilar age and operating characteristics, tlie Pleasants
units have a liiglier-than-average number of starts.

C.

Customers would bear the risks of owning McElroy’s Run.

Under the proposed transaction, customers would also face unknown, and potentially
serious, cost and liability risks associated with the McElroy’s Run coal combustion residuals

(“CCR’.) impoundment. The asset purchase agreement for the proposed transaction would shift
all financial responsibility for McElroy’s Run to Mon Power.’83 By transferring the
impoundment, which is already more than 90% full, to Mon Power, the Companies‘ customers
would become financially responsible for it. And as a result, customers would become subject to
an array of unknown costs and potential liabilities.

For one thing, customers would become financially responsible for the impoundment’s
closure costs.

Although AE Supply provided a $45 million closure cost estimate with its bid,

Mon Power did not perform any specific due diligence on that cost estimate.’” Thus. the closure
cost could be substantially higher.
Staff witness Dove identified two additional liability risks associated with McElroy’s
Run: 1) the possibility o f a failure ofthe impoundment; and 2) the possibility of a more
expensive remediation of tlie impoundment. With respect to the former, he noted that McElroy‘s
R ~ i isi an unlined CCR impoundment. and “is reportedly on the EPA‘s official June 2009 list of

Is’

Kumar Direct at 20-23.

Is’

Petition. Ex. 9A. Asset I’urchase Agreement, at 2 (Mar. 6, 20 17).

’”

Tr. I at 161-62. All costs associated with the closure ofthe drq ash landfill would also be transferred
to Moil Po\\er. Id.
”’ 7 I-. I at 1 1 I . Blach & Veatch also did not perform a serious review oftliat cost estimate. Mr.

Leutheiiser claimed that he did a “high level check“ ofthe estimate, but B&V does not know ho\v tlie $45
million figure u a s calculated. did not do a site inspection, did not review an> reports from site
inspections. and generally hnen very little about the impoundment. Sce gci7er~d/yTr. I I at 293-96.
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Coal Combustion Residue (CCR) Surface Impoundnients with High t-lazard Potential Ratings
with a Hazard Classification of Class 1 meaning the failure of the dam may cause loss ofhuman
life or major damage to dwellings, buildings, railroads, or important utilities.’”s” And with
respect to the latter, he noted uncertain future “liability associated with the impoundnient
particularly as it relates to ground water pollution given the recent reported federal court ruling
ordering the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) to dig up and move the Gallatin Plant coal ash
in middle Tennessee to a lined landfill to protect the state‘s water at a roughly estimated cost of
$2 billion dollars.”187He concluded that “it would be difficult to assess the costs of any future
liability with any certainty but the potential is there for major liability.””sx
At the hearing. Companies witness Ruberto tried to downplay the impoundment‘s
liability risks by asserting that McElroy’s Run is not an ash pond, but a scrubber sludge
impoundment without heavy metals concerns.Is9 Contrasting it with coal ash impoundments
such as the ‘T’VA impoundment that breached in Tennessee, Mr. Ruberto claimed that McElroy’s
Run “is not the typical impoundment we‘ve seen that have had problems, which are generally
ash impoundments. This impoundment is entirely scrubber slzidge, which is basically gypsumlike material that’s included in there.”’”0
This claim is untrue. As the record makes clear, McElroy‘s Run not only contains
scrubber sludge, but it also fly ash and bottom ash.191Indeed, in response to a specific request

Is(’

Dove Direct at 32.

I s i Id. at 32-33. Staff witness Short sutnmal-ized this issue by noting that Mr. Dove ’-compared the
potential financial liability with another remediated facility, with that liability dwarling the most
optimistic NPV economic benefits projected b> the Companies.” Short Direct at 8.

Dove Direct at 33.

Ix8

Is‘

l’r. 1 at 247-48.

l(lo

Id. at 235 (emphasis aclcled).

I”’

7’r. 11 at 320-2 1.
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froiii EPA for information about the impoundment. in 2009 Allegheny Energy confirmed that the
materials disposed in the impoundment include fly ash. bottom ash. FGD sludge. and other
Likewise, Staff witness Dove testified that ‘’lilt is estimated that 99 percent of the
Coal Combustion Residuals (CCR) placed in the Landfill consists of bottom ash, fly ash, and
synthetic

Moreover, the embankment for McElroy’s Run was constructed from a

combination of fly ash, bottom ash, and soil.’94 Accordingly, there is no evidentiary basis for
Mr. Ruberto’s claims that McElroy‘s Run only contains scrubber sludge, or that the
inipoundment does not pose concerns with respect to heavy metals.

v.

OTHER PURPORTED BENEFITS OF PROPOSED 7 RANSACTION ARE ILLUSORY.

A.

The Companies’ short-term rate decrease is not guaranteed.

As part of the transaction, the Companies propose a rate decrease through 20 18, the only

full calendar year for which the Company estimated the rate impact of the Pleasants
acquisitio~i.’~’The rate reduction is the result of tlie difference between the proposed ENEC
decrease and temporary surcharge.196Essentially, the Companies project that the ENEC
reduction (due to revenues Pleasants is prqjected to generate) will more than offset the rate
increase due to the temporary surcharge. resulting in a net rate decrease.

19’

’‘)’

Sierra Club Cross Ex. 8, p. 7; Tr. I1 at 3 19.
Dove Direct at 10.

liiJ

Tr. I1 at 320; Sierra Club Cross t x . 9; w e cilto Dove Direct at 6

Io’ Petition at 8; Valdes Rebuttal at 26 (‘‘[Mly direct testimon\ provided the retail rates and retail rate
impact through 201 8 3 .
“)()

Valdes Direct at 19.

Tr. 111 at 63 111 their Petition, tlie Companiei presented a $3 1.5 million net reduction in rates from
September 1, 201 7, through 201 8. Petition at 8. Although the estimated 16-month period is not possible,
given the procedural schedule in this case, the Companies do not anticipate a material change in rates. 7 r.
111 at 64-65.
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Although this proposal may have some superficial appeal. the reality is that customer
savings are not

Both elements of the proposed rate reduction

-

the temporary

surcharge and ENEC rates - are subject to reconciliation or a true up.i99 If actual operating costs
are higher than what the Companies prqject, the Companies will recover the difference, in effect
increasing the temporary surcharge. And if the Companies' revenue projections are lower than
what Pleasants actually generates in the market, the Companies could recoup any undercollection of the ENEC through reconciliation, in effect increasing ENEC rates. In this way, the
proposed 20 18 rate decrease could disappear or even turn into a rate increase for customers
through reconciliation. I n sum, the proposed short-term rate decrease is not guaranteed - it could
be decreased or eliminated altogether through reconciliation. As such, it cannot be considered a
benefit.
It is also noteworthy that the Companies failed to provide a retail rate impact estimate
beyond 201 8. The Companies defended this omission by noting that "[rlates will change in 201 9
due to factors unrelated to the Pleasants transaction,.' and that the factors "will cloud the fiture
incremental retail rate impact associated with the Pleasants transaction."""" But many factors go
into rates in any year;"" that does not justify the Companies' failure to project the impact of this
transaction on customer rates beyond 201 8. This is especially troubling given the grim NI'V
outlook when reasonable assumptions about future energy and capacity prices are used.20'

")* See CAG-SUN Cross Exs. 13 and 14 (Companies declining to guarantee that their customers will see
the prqjected ENEC decrease if the Commission approves the transaction).
"')

Tr. 111 at 66-67. 69.

"*

Valdes Rebuttal at 26.

I'

See, e.g., -rr. 111 a t 75 (Vaidei te\tif>ing that "a tremendous amount of factors" go into F,NLC rates).

'*'Schlissel Direct at 67 (noting that 201 8, the first year ofthe NPV analysis, isI-[["
DI~50

B.

The Companies’ economic impact analysis does not study the proposed
transaction.

Under a header entitled “The Transaction will have direct customer benefits,'. the
Companies claini that Pleasants provides more than $395 niillioii in state and regional economic
benefits.’03 Even assuming that figure were accurate. this estimate refers to the existence of
Pleasants in general, not to the proposed transfer of ownership. Thus, this economic impact
estimate is not “direct customer benefit” of the proposed transaction, as the Companies suggest.
The $395 million estimate was derived from an economic impact analysis performed by

Dr. Deskins. Using inputs provided by FirstEnergy204and the IMPLAN modeling system, Dr.
Deskins measured Pleasants’ impact on the West Virginia economy in 201 5.**’ Dr. Deskins did
not evaluate the economic impact of this transaction.*06Moreover, in performing his analysis,

Dr. Deskins did not identify any benefits specific to the proposed transfer.’”’ Rather, he
estimated -‘the economic activity that the economy would lose if [Pleasants] were to cease its
operation.”’08 As Dr. Deskins testified, “[ilt’s very simple. Does [Pleasants] exist? Does it not
exist?‘”“

Petition at 6: .see ul.so Deskins Direct at 12.

’(’-‘

201

These inputs were not independently audited by DI-.Deskins’s organization. Co. Ex. JD-3 at 3 11.I .

205

Deskins Direct at 10.

Tr. I at 259 (“Q.. .So just to clarify, you evaluated the economic activity oftlie Pleasants plant existing
in general? A. Yes. Q. And not of the economic activities at this transfer‘? A . That is correct.”).

200

Id. at 260.
Deskitis Direct at 10: see u1.w Tr. I at 259 (Dr. Deskins confirming that he analyzed the economic
activity of Pleasants existing in general and not of tlie economic activitj related to tlie proposed transfer).
’O‘’

7.r. I at 259
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Because Dr. Deskins did not study the economic impacts of the Companies’ purchase of
Pleasants and did not identify any benefits of the proposal at issue in this case, the Coinmission
should disregard these purported economic benefits on which the Companies rely.
By attributing Dr. Deskins’s economic impact estimate to this transaction, the Companies
are effectively saying that Pleasants will retire in the absence of the transaction and all benefits
associated with the continued operation of Pleasants should be credited to the proposed
But no witness for the Companies has taken the position that Pleasants will be
deactivated if the Commission does not approve the transaction.21I Thus, there is no record
support for the Companies’ attribution of the economic benefits of Pleasants to the proposed
transaction.
Additionally, Dr. Deskins‘s study is limited. Dr. Deskins did not analyze the economic

If electric rates increase as a result ofthis

impact of increased rates on West Virginia

transaction, customers would be forced to decrease their spending in other areas and businesses
could become less competitive, both of which could negatively impact West Virginia’s
Rut the economic analysis presented does not measure this potential, instead only

focusing on Pleasants‘ impact before the proposed acquisition by the Companies, in 2015. In
light of the foregoing, the Commission should disregard the purported economic impact benefits

of acquiring Pleasants.

210 Sce. c.g.. Petition at 6 (“A retirement o f Pleasants would jeopardize the employment, taxes, and
economic benefits it has pro\ ided.“).

The Companies could Iiaie. but did not. sponsor a witness from AE Supply who coiild have spoken to
that.

TI-.I at 258 (*-I haven‘t a n a l ~ z e dthat at all.”).
71;
-

See Coining5 Direct at 38.
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VI.

FIRSTENERGY

HAD A N

U N D U E A D V A N ‘ r 4 G E IN THIS TRANS4CTION.

Although the Companies have tried to obscure it with a panoply of unsupported
rationales. the record demonstrates that the proposed transaction is driven by FirstEnergy Corp.’s
stated desire to reduce its exposure to market risks by shedding its merchant
FirstEnergy‘ s decision to transfer Pleasants to Moil Power after the CEO emphasized “growth
and investment inside [its] regulated
appropriate

and suggested that the plant “might be an

for the West Virginia utilities, raises serious concerns of an undue

advantage. More importantly, the Companies’ actions in furtherance of FirstEnergy’s corporate
strategy - including a flawed 201 5 IRP analysis that manufactured a capacity shortfall and an

RFP process designed to favor Pleasants - demonstrate a clear and unfair edge to AE Supply.
Because this undue advantage violates W. Va. Code

5 24-2-12, the proposed transaction must be

rejected.
On December 30,201 5 , the Companies filed an Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”).”’ In
the Companies‘ telling. the IRP identified a significant capacity shortfall. which then led to the

RFP process roughly one year later.*I8 But the IRP’s conclusion that the Companies faced an
iinniinent capacity shortfall was based on an inflated forecast that suffered from the same

‘I’

Tr I at 185-87 (discussing FirstEnergy’s announced intent to exit the competitive generation business).

2’’

CAD Cross E\ I at 2.

1I I at 35-37 (Ruberto testtfqing that he if aware that FirstEiiergy CEO believed that Pleasants might
be an appropi late solution i n West Virginia); ,ee c d t o CAD Cross Ex. 1 at 2 (FirstEnergy C t O talking
aboitt gro\vrng and ~nvestingits regulated operations, and statitig that the “it’s tip to the West Virginia
Commtssion to decide would Pleasants be the appropriate solittion Obviously, we have a model in place
ahead> 117 I larrison, and we think that is something they ought to looh at“).
”(’

I’etttton at 2. ,ee cr/,o CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 12 (2015 IRP excerpt) A complete copy of the
Coinpmies‘ 201 5 IRP 15 available at
h t t p I\ \\ \ \ [Y,,c \t;lte \ \ \ U ~ X Ir p t v W ~ b U o ~ h ~ t ~ \tl)oci~i~ici~t
’i~\\
CJIII‘Y ,l\eActt\ i t \ II)-.i? 185X&:Not 1 \ pe27\\ cbI>ochet”o?7
‘I-

I’etttton at 2-3.
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deficiencies as the projection presented in this case.*“ As discussed above. the record in this
case makes clear that the Companies do not “need[] significant amounts of capacity resources to
meet its forecasted demand.“’20 By conjuring LIPa capacity shortfall that does not actually exist,
the IRP improperly paved the way for the proposed transaction.*”
FirstEnergy’s desire to shift Pleasants (and its associated costs and risks) from
shareholders to West Virginia ratepayers, and the setup role of the IRP, became even more clear
during an April 27, 2016 FirstEnergy Corp. quarterly earnings

On the call, a participant

noted the company’s effort to “transition more to a regulated utility” and then asked for the
CEO’s “thoughts on maybe rate basing or getting some type of cost of severance return on
Pleasants, on other power plants, particularly Pleasants.”223 I n his response, FirstEnergy’s CEO
broadly hinted that Pleasants would be the subject of a future proposal: “We filed our integrated
resource plan with West Virginia. I think later this year, they-ll start taking a look at it seriously
and it’s up to the West Virginia Commission to decide would Pleasants be the appropriate
solution. Obviously, we have a model in place already with Harrison and we think that is
something they ought to look

2 1 9 See
220

Riiberto Direct at 4.

Id.

I n addition to erroneously identifying a significant capacity need, the IKP actually incorporates
Pleasants into the Companies‘ generation mix. Data iinderlying two charts in the I R P sho\v that tlie
Companies included Pleasants in its generating fleet on or before the 2018/2019 de1iLer-y year. 7 his data,
which was provided in discovery i n the IKP case, is publicly available in Case No. 15-2002-t-IRP. See
IIttl, ’I\\ \v\\ p\c i t a t C . \ \ \ .u~/~cl.iPti/\~\/cbl)ochet/~It.\2
I)oclinl\/cilt.cfhl‘lC a\e l c t i \ i t \ 11) 44S97’&\0t I \ pt.=
%?;\~’ebr)(~cheto/o77(PDF pp. 19 and 209).
>77
---See
CAD Cross E,\. 1 .

”’ Id at 2
221

Id.
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Several months later. in December 201 6, the Companies initiated an RFP process.
Setting aside the fact that the stated rationale for the RFP - Mon Power‘s purported need for
additional generating capacitp-is

not credible,’” the RFP was designed narrowly so as to

heavily favor Pleasants.
First, the RFP excluded an array of potential resource options that could have met the
purported shortfall. Under the RFP, which sought 1300 MW of generating capacity, bids were
generally limited to generation facilities within the Allegheny Power Systems (“APS”)
transmission zone.226 This meant that power plants located in the southern half of Western
Virginia, as well as in the Wheeling-Moundsville area and other areas, were discouraged fi-om
submitting proposals. The RFP was also limited to a narrow range of resources. Mon Power did
not consider bids for long-term power purchase agreements (“PPAs”),”~ gencrators whose
unforced capacity was less than 100 MW,”8 or renewable resources such as wind and solar.””
Additionally, the Companies were resistant to independent, third-party oversight over the
RFP process. For example, Mon Power retained control of the process during the critical design
phase, in which pre-qualifying criteria, the evaluation criteria, and all other aspects of the RFP
were set.’”’ Mon Power also vigorously opposed Staff‘and CAD’S August 2016 motion to

12’

As explained

J Z ~ ” Lin
I

Section 11, the Companies do not. in fact, need additional capacity

Lee Direct. Ex. RJL-2 at 4, 12. The KFP states that bids to sell a facility outside the APS zone “may”
be considered if Mon Power does not receive at least three qualified bids from within the zone. Id
12‘

17’ CAD Ci-oss Ex. 9 at 2 (“Question: Would Mon J’ower consider a long term fixed price power purchase
agreement instead of an acquisition (for both energq and capacity). where the fixed price would be
significantl~below the long term cost of an acquisition‘? Answer: MonPower is loohing to acquire a
physical a s x t and. at this stage, is not considering contractual agreeinents.”).

2Ls

Lee Direct. k,\. RJL-2 at 12.

779

--

Lee Direct at 13-14 (limiting RFP process to generation facilities that are *%illy dispatchable”).

2i0

See id at 3-4.
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require a Commission-administered RFP process for acquisitions above 1 00 M W pursuant to the
stipulation approved in the Harrison case.*”
Furthermore. the selection criteria were biased in favor of Pleasants. The RFP states that
bids would be judged on five non-cost factors, in addition to an NPV ~alculation:in-state
location and fuel use. fuel risk, development risk, ease of integration, and specific risk
fa~tor(s).*~*
Many of these factors are so vague as to be essentially meaningless. But what’s
worse, one of the factors - “ease of integration”

-

establishes a clear preference for the

Companies’ corporate afliliates. The RFP expresses a preference for “generation facilities that . .

. can be cost-effectively and efficiently incorporated into [Mon Power’s] operating and corporate
frameworks.””3 By favoring facilities whose employees and operations can be readily
integrated, this factor clearly skewed the RFP in favor of Pleasants - a plant owned by the

__

Companies‘ parent company. I his was compounded by the fact that, as discussed above, inany
of the cost and operating assumptions used in Pleasants’ NPV analysis made the plant look more
profitable than it actually is.
The RFP‘s bias in favor of Pleasants is underscored by the sniall number of assets that
met the RFP’s conditions. Companies witness Ruberto asserted that CRA conducted ”active
outreach to potential bidders in the APS zone. both inside and outside of West Virginia.“’3J

See Case No. 16-1074-E-P, Companies‘ Response and Motion to Dismiss at 2 (Sept. 6. 20 16). ‘The
PSC Staff and CAD flied the motion to enforce a requirement included in a stipulation concerning the
Harrison Power Station-s ti-ansfer in Case No. 12-1 571. Notably, Mon Power’s principal objection was
that the stipulation reqtiirement had not been triggered because it faced a capacity .surp/u.s.
’-’I

”’’ Lee Direct. Ex. RJI,-2 at 13-26: see c~lsoCAD Cross Ex. 10.
’-’-’Lee Direct. Ek.RJI,-3 at 35: see Ruberto Direct at I7 (stating tliat this criterioii iiicawres “how
L//.YO

easily a facility resotirce cotild be integrated into Mon Power‘s existing systems arid corporate
framework”).

’-”Kuberto Direct at I 4.
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contacting 20 existing assets and eight projects under development. in advance of the RFP
issuance.2”’ But most of these 28 “potential bidders“ were either PURPA plants, assets under
100 MW, or assets already owned by Moil Power.236 Given the criteria the Companies
developed, it is unsurprising that the Companies received just two conforming bids in addition to
Pleasants.
And after selecting Pleasants as the winning bid, the Companies failed to undertake a
serious due diligence process before filing the petition in this case. CRA sent Mon Power an
opinion letter recommending Pleasants as the winning bid on February 27. 201 7.237No one fi-om
Mon Power created any documents in reviewing CRA’s recommendation or the individual

R F P s . ~And
~ ~just eight days later, Mon Power filed its Petition and supporting testimony in this
case and at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, requesting approval to buy pleasant^.'^^
Although Companies witness Ruberto cited a Black & Veatch (“B&V”) engineering
review as part of the Companies’ evaluation of the proposal.240that review was cursory at best.
Among other shortcomings, B&V did not verify many of the cost assumptions used in the NPV
calculation,’“ and did not verify projected environmental compliance costs.242 Further, B&V‘s

I d ; see u/,so CAD Cross Ex. 7 (list of the 28 potential biciders that CKA contacted)
‘-j6

See CAD Cross Ex. 7; Tr. I at 77-80.

’.”Lee Direct, Ex RJL-I ; see u / s o RLiberto Direct at 2 1 .
’.”Tr. 1 at 15 1
’-”Id. at 15 1-52.
’” Rubei-to Direct at 2 1.
’‘I
Specifically, B&V did not review projected non-eii\~ironmentalcapital expenditures for any years after
2022. nor did B&V review projected fixed O&M values. Tr. I I at 289-90.

2 4 L I3&V does not know how the $45 million dollar estimated closiire cost for McElroy’s RLIIIwas
c a I c ti I at ed, an ci did not eva 111 ate the I i ke 1y eo st s aswc i a t ecl \\ it h the c I os LI re p 1an . maintain i n g st ~ LctI ti ra I
stability in the future, and catastrophic failure. Id at 393-95. 13&V also did not review the cost estimate
for ELG compliance. and B&V did not evaluate the cost ofi-tinningthe plant‘s existing NOx controls in a
manner consistent with the manufacturer‘s specification. Id. at 3 13-14, 3 16.
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analysis provided few assurances regarding the operational integrity of Pleasants,243and did not
verify environniental risks associated with the plant.*"

I n sum. the available evidence shows that rather than an independent and objective
attempt to assess needs and identify and compare resource options, the IRP and RFP processes
were designed to reach the result that FirstEnergy had already selected. It is no surprise that the
Companies' corporate affiliate "won" the process. FirstEnergy's undue advantage is yet another
reason the Commission should deny the Petition.

VII.

M"VSUN/CAG'S COMMENTS ON AL'TERNATIVES BEING
CONSIDERED BY THE
COMMISSION.
At the October 10 hearing, the Chairman discussed several alternatives to an outright

approval or disapproval of the proposed transaction.24' For the reasons explained above, the
record in this case, and the governing legal standards, make clear that the proposed transaction
must be denied. As such, WVSUNKAG oppose any approval, conditional or otherwise, of the
transaction. But given that the Commission is considering alternatives, WVSUN/CAG offers a
few comments below.
The first alternative that the Chairman raised is one in which the Cominissioii would
coiiditioiially approve the transaction sub-jjcct to an 1 8-24 month waiting period, after which ime
Pleasants would have to meet certain specified benchmarks in order for the transaction to
close.2J6 This alternative, although well-intentioned. presents serious pitfalls to the Coinmission

B&V did not evaluate the projected UCAP for any year past 2020/202 1. and did not determine what
projects are planned for ftitut-e capital expenditures and fixed O&M. Id. at 288-90, 293.

"'With respect to McElroy's

Run. 13&V did not conduct a site inspection. review reports from site
inspections, nor revie\\! structural stability analyses. B&V did not revie\\/ any aspect of the dr! ash
landfill at all. /c/. at 294. 196.
See geiierwfi) TI-.V at 6 1-75. 99- 108.

"'Id. at 64-67.
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and the Companies' customers. For one thing. as Staff witness Short observed, an 18-24 month
waiting period may not be enough time to assess whether the Companies' economic projections
are accurate.'47 This is especially so given that the NPV calculation assumes that Pleasants'
generation (and capacity factor) will significantly escalate through the 201 9-2 1 tiniefranie.248 If
the Commission only considered a 24-moiith period - i.e., Jan. 1, 20 18, through Dec. 3 1, 20 19 that would likely preclude a full assessment of whether the ABB price forecasts, and other
assumptions underlying the NPV calculation, are realistic.
Moreover, if the benchmarks were not defined with great specificity, the customer
safeguards that this alternative would be intended to provide could become meaningless. In
addition to a situation in which the plant only met some of the benchmarks, a broadly defined
benchmark could raise questions about whether that condition had actually been met. For
example, if, at the end of a 24-nioiith period, the Companies were required to certify that their
gas and energy market price assumptions were borne out, there may be disputes over how those
prices were averaged. Or, rather than strictly considering market prices (which is what ABB
provided). the Companies might instead present data on realized prices, which are somewhat
di ff'erent .
WVSUN/CAG observes that if the Commission forges ahead with a waiting period
alternative. that alternative would not provide any safeguards at all unless it included all of the
following: (a) a niiniinurn 24-month waiting period, coninieiiciiig after the date of the
Commissions' approval order; (b) a benchmark requiring Pleasants to meet or exceed the NPV

'"7 1 V at 100 ("I

thinh obviously ifwe.1-e able to examine sonic oftlie concel-ns people have had
pci-iod oftime. we may get s a n e clarity. I don't hnow that 18 to 34 months will address all ofthe
coiicei 11speople have.")
"'See Contideiitial CAC-SUN Cross EA 4, "Unit-1-NPV" heading. p. 1, row 12.

obei

a

calculation‘s energy revenue prqjection for the waiting period;””‘”(c) a benchinark requiring that
the clearing price for the 202 1/2022 and 2022/2023 PJM auctions m e t or exceed ABB’s

capacity price forecast for those delivery years;2’* (d) a benchmark requiring that the growth in
customer load meet or exceed the growth rate forecasted in tlie Petition;2i’ and (e) following the
waiting period, an opportunity for Staff and intervenors to scrutinize and. if necessary, challenge
the Companies’ certifications.
The second alternative that the Commission raised is one in which McElroy’s Run is
either excluded from the transaction, or where a hold harmless agreement provides a liability
shield to the Companies.252 In this regard. it is worth noting that Companies have failed to make
any showing that it would be reasonable to include McElroy’s Run in the transaction. Indeed,
the very fact that FirstEnergy is trying to transfer to ratepayers the costs and liabilities of a CCR
impoundment that is 94%

simply underscores the undue advantage that FirstEnergy and

AE Supply had in this transaction. See W. Va. Code 24-2-12. Consequently, although the
proposed transaction should be denied outright, any approval that included McElroy’s Run
would further demonstrate that tlie statutory standard had not been satisfied.

lJ9
7’0 avoid

ambiguity and potential disputes over price forecasts, a miicli clearer and simpler metric
would be energy market revenues, specifically, coiiiparing Pleasants. actual energy revenues in 20 18 and
201 9 to the revenues projected in tlie NPV calculation at the end of a 24-month period. The Companies‘
energy revenue prqjection can be fcwnd in Confidential CAG-SIJN Cross EN.4. YJnit-l-NPV” heading,
pp. 1-2, TOW 16.
7

io

--

Those auctions are scheduled to take place in May 20 18 and May 20 19.

’‘I

The anntial forecasted growth rates can be determined f’rom Companies‘ t<sliibit BDE- 1 .

252

Tr. V at 68-7 1 .

7i3

See Dove Direct at 33 (concludiiig that ‘-94% of the impoitndment capacit! lias been used tip leaving
less than appt-osimately 6% of its original capacity in the impoundment“ (empliasis removed)).
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The final alternative that the Coininission is considering includes a risk-sharing
Given the record in this case - wliicli establishes that acquiring Pleasants is
unnecessary, and that ratepayers would likely face long-term rate hikes if approved - any
meaningful risk-sharing mechanism would need to extend for at least 15 years, and require the
Companies to reimburse customers if, in any year, the Pleasants’ total energy, capacity, and
ancillary services revenue do not fully cover the total costs of owning and operating Pleasants including fi,iel, non-fuel O&M (both variable and fixed), emissions costs, capital expenditures,
depreciation, interest, taxes, and Mon Power‘s return on equity.2”
Although the Companies opposed Mr. Schlissel’s risk-sharing proposal, it is important to
note that this mechanism is quite modest. For one thing, to the extent the mechanism terminates
after 15 years, customers would bear full responsibility for the plant’s post-2032 costs and risks.
And those costs are significant, especially given the amount projected to be in rate base at the
end of the 1 5 - ~ e r i o d ,and
~ j ~the plant’s estimated dismantling cost.*” For another, this proposal
would not actually hold the Companies to their projections. The Companies‘ NPV calculation
assumes that Pleasants will have significant net revenues in each year of the 15-year

If

the Conipanies truly believe in the figure they presented to this Commission, they should have no
concerns about a risk-sharing proposal that increly protects customers against net losses, As

254

TI.. V at 73-77.

’j’

W V S U N K A G witness Schlissel made such a pi-oposal in h i s testimony. Schlissel Direct at 70-7 1 .

’56,SeclConfidential CAG-SUN Cross Ex. 4. ..lJnit - I -NI’V“ hcading. pp. 1-2, row 34.
757
--

Scc~Baron Direct at 25-26 (disciissing 2005 Mon Power study that estimated a dismantling cost of
$3 12,109,386).

258

I d . ro\v 47.
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Staff witness Short observed in discussing his risk-sharing proposal at the October 10 hearing.
the Companies have expressed a high level of confidence in their

To be clear, both the statutory standard and the record evidence compel the conclusion
that the proposed transaction must be denied. But if the Commission moves ahead with the
alternatives discussed at the October 10, it should bear these comments in mind.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Commission should deny the Companies‘ Petition seeking
approval of the proposed transaction.
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